
1This paper is part of a series on understanding the “War on Terrorism.”  Its purpose is to compile pertinent
information so a pattern can be seen – to connect the dots between all the snippets of news we read everyday.  This
is the sixth and final part of a sub-series on the Cult of Patriotism.
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You can have wealth concentrated in the hands of a few, or
democracy.  But you cannot have both.

– Louis Brandeis
   US Supreme Court Justice, 1916-1939

PROLOGUE

This is the sixth and last paper in a series on the Cult of Patriotism – that collection of
individuals who view patriotism as unquestioningly following elected leaders.  In this paper
I am talking straight from the shoulder to all of my fellow citizens whose love for
democracy means shouldering the responsibility to participate in government – accepting
the challenge to change what they see going wrong with America.  There is a lot going
wrong with America today.  This paper illustrates many of the errors which we have
allowed.  I am talking to you “meat and potatoes” patriots because you believe in our
Declaration of Independence which says that all people should have an equal opportunity.
And because you believe in our Constitution which contains the tenfold Bill of Rights which
all Americans are guaranteed.

This paper is about saving that democracy framed in our Constitution.  The phantom that
the cult leader, George W. Bush, is holding up for us to fixate our vision upon is a plastic
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democracy.  It is a false ideology that cannot stand close scrutiny.  That is what I will do
in this paper – scrutinize closely how we are being deliberately led down a path leading to
authoritarianism and even outright dictatorship.

Those who follow this pseudo vision of democracy are what I call members of the Cult of
Patriotism.  There has always been a Cult of Patriotism in America which wavers in
intensity.  War and war propaganda causes a surge in intensity.  Likewise with the “War
on Terrorism” and the vast atmosphere of propaganda that surrounds it and sustains it.
Sifting out the truth and recognizing what is false is very, very difficult.  Nevertheless, it
must be done because it is crucial to our constitutional structure of government that we do
so.

This paper is an exercise in that sifting process.  Its focus is on democracy and how we are
being persuaded away from that ideal.  In this paper I will address specific programs that
threaten our constitutionally-guaranteed civil rights, privacy, and freedom.  In the process
I will expose the propaganda techniques being used to mislead, misinform, and outright
deceive American citizens.

By addressing this paper to those of you who appreciate the fragility of democracy, and
how it will perish if not actively practiced, I feel that corrective action will result.  Don’t feel
overwhelmed by what I present here, because the threats to our democracy can seem
insurmountable if allowed to.  Rather, look upon these threats as a challenge that only a
true and dedicated patriot can accept and correct.  Because, after all, that is what
democracy is all about.

- - - - -
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FIXATE MEMBERS’ VISION ON A PHANTOM

... when [Woodrow] Wilson reached for a word – indeed for a methodology
of social engineering – to move the Congress and the nation, he chose
“democracy.”  He did not select the word because of its dictionary
definitions of universal suffrage and popular government.  He used it
because it was charged with emotional meaning for millions of Americans
in ways that went way beyond any rigorous definition of “democracy” as
opposed to “autocracy.”  He used it because “democracy” had been an
American religion.

– William Graebner.2

Woodrow Wilson got that right.  “Democracy” is the practical religion in America.  In that sense
“democracy” has become a buzz word which has no connection to an active, dynamic democracy.  In that
sense, this pseudo democracy has become a badge to wear rather than an ideal which is lived, as is often
the case with religion.  Let me explain that.

The Practice of Religion.

First I will give my observation on how many, if not most,
Americans practice their religion.  They hear the word of God
in church/synagogue/mosque/temple or whatever their place of
worship.  They may even seem inspired by that Word but then
the pressures of society overpower that inspiration and they get
caught up in the everyday competition to get ahead.

I have a little card on which is written “The Golden Rule in
Seven World Faiths.”  They all boil down to “Thou shalt love
thy neighbor as thyself.”   The Golden Rule is the teaching of all
major religions.  Yet I do not see that mandate widely embod-
ied in everyday life by the followers of those religions.  Need I
present examples?  I don’t think that is necessary.

Likewise in dealing with international disputes.  God commands
that we do not kill and that we love others as we do ourselves.
But we rally to the war cry of our leader.  To justify this mass
murder we construct euphemisms like “Just War” and “Holy
War” and “Crusade.”  In the Christian tradition – of which I
have the most knowledge – the followers of Christ were not



3I use the word “dogma” and “dogmatic” to describe a doctrine or code of belief asserted by authority,
either directly or through propaganda, which is accepted by common opinion as true.

4Quotations in this paragraph cited in Goldstein.

5Quoted cited in Goldstein.

6Ellul, p. 11.
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always so inclined to war.  For the first three centuries of Christianity the followers of Christ were
conscientious objectors to war, and they were persecuted and prosecuted for their belief.  Then the Roman
Emperor Constantine found it politically advantageous to become a Christian and instituted the “Just War”
theory.  From that time on Christians have rationalized Jesus’ teachings and embraced the military.  With
crosses emblazoned on their shields, and all in the name of God, they charge into battle.

My observations also indicate that this sort of religious practice extends far beyond the borders of the
United States.  Now let me make a similar observation of democracy.

Democracy: The American Dogma.3

Democracy, like religion, is commonly worn as a badge rather than practiced as a way of life.  That badge
can most accurately be labeled dogmatic patriotism.  It is the emblem of the Cult of Patriotism whose
members are fixated on a delusory democracy while unquestioningly following their leader.  They no longer
think about democracy having its moral basis in truth, tolerance, freedom, and respect for human dignity.
Canadian psychologist Dr. Daniel Burston explains that this behavior stems from “irrational authority.”  He
observes that a majority of Americans today can be seen as “an example of people succumbing to the
blandishments, or the temptations of belief” – believing in the kind of authority “which routinely resorts to
violence, deception and secrecy to achieve its ends.”  He calls this “irrational authority,” and notes that:
“Crowds can be persuaded through specific formulas that involve frequent repetitions, in an authoritative
tone, by someone who is considered authoritative.  And for many people this works – it just works.”4

Social psychologist Erich Fromm noted that in most cases unreasonable impulses are rationalized, which
ensures that “at least a few other people or a whole social group share in the rationalization and thus make
it appear to be ‘realistic’ to the members of such a group.”5  It is this emotional-support network that
provides Cult of Patriotism members with their mistaken sense of legitimacy.

Against this backdrop, corrupt activities and illegitimate leaders thrive.  The spirit of real democracy is
dead.  “Democracy” has become what Jacques Ellul describes as something that furnishes Americans “with
a complete system for explaining the world, and provides immediate incentives to action ... an organized
myth that tries to take hold of the entire person.”6 

In the name of “democracy” we have turned our heritage of freedom into lip service.  For example, free
enterprise originally meant everyone’s equal opportunity to engage in business or work and reap a living



7See especially PLRC-030826 – Understanding the “War on Terrorism”: Engineering Public Opinion –
Part 1 – Early Roots of Propaganda.
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from it.  As society developed with the advent of mass production, mass transportation, mass marketing,
mass communication, and all the other good things that came into existence after the Civil War, the principal
players became wealthier, more powerful, and very greedy.  Corruption in business practices became
obscenely obvious around the turn of the twentieth century and the government enacted laws aimed at
protecting the working class and consumers.  Monopolies were broken up during the pre-World War I
period and large strides in social advances took place during the depression of the 1930s.  I have discussed
some of these things in previous papers.7

During World War II big business regained popular support and the tide changed.  After the war,
opportunities for small enterprises and the common people slowly began to erode.  Free enterprise became
a buzz word as monopolies regained control of the economy.  Many people working today for multinational
corporations or chain businesses labor under the false notion that they are engaging in free enterprise.
Nothing could be further from the truth.  An economy of capitalization, where profits are maximized at the
expense of cutting jobs is not a system of free enterprise.

There is more to real democracy than waving the flag and voting for a pre-arranged slate of candidates.
Real democracy means actively participating in a government of the people, by the people, and for the
people.  That means more than merely casting a ballot on election day.  It means engaging oneself to see
that the proper candidates are put on the ballot in the first place, and then following through to see that
elected officials fulfill their obligations for which they were chosen.  Even when elections are rigged and the
government has gotten out of the people’s control, there are nonviolent ways to bring everything back in
line.  In most recent history we have seen the examples of People Power in the Philippines and Solidarity
in Poland, where corrupt governments were nonviolently ousted and real democracy installed – at least until
the people started becoming complacent again.

BLIND PATRIOTISM AND THE EROSION OF FREEDOM

Those who would sacrifice a little freedom
for a little security deserve neither.

  – Benjamin Franklin (1759)

During World War II, after a decade of pro-labor and pro-consumer legislation, the corporate world
started making a comeback to public acceptance.  From the late 1940s to the 1990s, legislation and
attitudes decreased the power of labor unions and moved to favor business and investment.  Large
corporations that had been broken up by anti-trust and anti-monopoly laws began to come together again
to become fewer and more powerful – conglomerating to reduce competition and minimize the payroll.



8For background information see PLRC-030503 – Understanding the “War on Terrorism”: “Pax Americana
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During the 1990s the multiple rounds of talks to develop a General Agreement on Tarriffs and Trade
(GATT) evolved into economic globalization and the World Trade Organization was born.  Capitalism
became even more strongly felt in the less developed countries as wealthy nations furnished the capital,
developed countries provided the production means, and the Third World furnished cheap labor and
abundant resources.  Then the product went to where the money is.

The neoconservative faction of the business and investment community were still not satisfied.  They wanted
more control not only domestically but globally.  When the Bush administration captured the White House,
the neoconservative faction were able to put their plans into active play.8

9/11 and the USA PATRIOT Act.

Erosion of democracy and freedom was jump-started on September 11, 2001.  Only a few days after the
9/11 attack, Attorney General John Ashcroft took to Congress a conveniently-available list of new
government powers known as the “Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools
Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act.” That mouthful simmers down to the acronym USA
PATRIOT Act, and is more commonly referred to simply as the Patriot Act.   I’ll bet the social engineers
in the White House worked backwards to configure a title like that one to match the acronym.  What better
way to mask their intentions than using the term “Patriot!” – especially under the guise of fighting terrorism
when the “patriotic” fervor was at its summit for the Bush administration.

The Patriot Act is 342 pages long and has ten titles containing more than 150 sections.  (The highlights of
the Patriot Act are given in Appendix-A.)  It would have been virtually impossible for the administration
to have prepared such an extensive document in the few days between 9/11 and the time it was  introduced
to Congress.  Neither was it submitted to Congress according to formal protocol.  It did not pass through
the White House Office of Management and Budget which would have invited comments from all
concerned agencies.  It was simply delivered to Congress by then Attorney General John Ashcroft with
the demand that it be rushed through within a week with no changes.  It spite of the high emotional fever
following the 9/11 attack, there were some lawmakers who wanted a closer look at the Act.  The judiciary
committees in both the House and the Senate began negotiations and some changes were achieved.

The administration did not like that.  Attorney General Ashcroft stepped up pressure, warning that
additional terrorist attacks were imminent and it would be Congress’ fault if the US was not ready.  Both
branches of the Legislature then burned midnight oil to hammer out nearly identical bills that took back most
of the concessions previously negotiated.  It would have certainly passed with little debate but Congress
dragged its feet.  It closed up shop for the weekend.  Then the dubious anthrax attacks – never resolved
– closed the House for a week.

The Patriot Act finally passed in the House on 24 October 2001 (357 to 66) and the Senate on 25
October 2001 (98-1).  President Bush signed it into law on 26 October 2001.  Investigators  would now
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be able to conduct secret “sneak and peak” searches of suspects’ homes, along with tapping their home
and cell phones, as well as their e-mail correspondence and internet searches.  It also increased the
punishment for “terrorists” and for those who aid and harbor them.  Civil libertarian Morton Halperin
commented:

... the administration’s bill was not developed in response to the events of September 11 or
by an analysis of why there was such a monumental intelligence failure: It’s measures were
grabbed off the shelf and in many cases had nothing to do with what happened on that
unforgettable Tuesday.  Moreover, the administration resisted every reasonable effort to find
an accommodation between the requirements of security and those of liberty.  During the
course of the negotiations, participants concerned about protec ting civil liberty as well as
security put forward a number of important suggestions, none of which were taken seriously.
...

Moreover, most of the administration’s provisions were not limited to international terrorists
seeking to kill or harm Americans; they covered “terrorists” loosely defined.  Critics of the
bill were willing to accept most, if not all, of the proposed expansions of surveillance powers
– for both intelligence and criminal investigations, including the plans for sharing information
across that line – as long as the new powers were limited to terrorism and foreign
intelligence information as carefully defined in the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of
1978 (FISA).  The administration bitterly resisted any effort to restrict the bill as a whole or
any specific provisions (including relaxing the rules for grand-jury secrecy) to this situation.9

I will discuss FISA below.  Halperin goes on to point out that only too frequently are powers granted for
one purpose been misused for another.  In the past, protesters against a war have been investigated as
communists or agents for a foreign power.  Abortion clinic protesters have been monitored under authority
of the Racketeer Influence and Corrupt Organization (RICO) Act.  He points out that under the Patriot
Act, Greenpeace could be investigated for terrorist activities and people protesting the wars on Afghanistan
and Iraq could be investigated under the counterintelligence rubric.

Most of the Act would be acceptable for fighting terrorism if the language had been restricted to such.  But,
as Congressman Robert Scott of Virginia pointed out the day it passed in the House: “It’s not just limited
to terrorism.  Had it been limited to terrorism this bill would have passed three or four weeks ago without
much discussion.”10  Instead, a disproportionate amount of the Patriot Act can be applied to domestic
criminal activities and even legitimate activities by citizens exercising first amendment-guaranteed freedom
of speech and expression.

Congress was very worried about certain portions of the Act that infringed on civil liberties.  So it set
expiration (sunset) dates for16 sections of the Title II and all of Title III, unless Congress moves to renew
them.  I’ll discuss this more below but first some background information.



11McGee, 4 November 2001.

12The term “pen register” means a device or process which records or decodes dialing, routing, addressing,
or signaling information transmitted by an instrument or facility from which a wire or electronic communication is
transmitted.

13The term “trap and trace device” means a device or process which captures the incoming electronic or
other impulses which identify the originating number or other dialing, routing, addressing, and signaling information
reasonably likely to identify the source of a wire or electronic communication.
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The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act.

To grasp the full significance of the Patriot Act one must understand the difference between “Intelligence
gathering’ and “law enforcement.”  J. Edgar Hoover’s FBI started a series of counterintelligence programs
– known as COINTELPRO – during the height of the communist scare of the 1950s.  There were over
2,000 COINTELPRO operations in the US.  They started out by monitoring subversive organizations but
later extended to anti-war groups and any organization or person that spoke out against US policy.  These
groups were dubbed “communist front organizations” by the FBI.  Hoover’s secret operations were
exposed when it became public that the FBI was spying on a group in Media Pennsylvania that was
opposing the Vietnam war.  After investigation by the Senate select Committee To Study Government
Operations, the FBI program was shut down in April 1971.  Senator Frank Church, who chaired that
Select Committee, “warned that domestic intelligence gathering was a ‘new form of governmental power’
that was unconstrained by law and always inclined to grow.”11

Since April 1971, until passage of the Patriot Act 30 years later, the FBI (under the Attorney General and
the Department of Justice) was severely restricted to only pursuing law enforcement operations.  They
could not gather domestic intelligence – that is, spy against US citizens.  They could only investigate US
citizens if they were suspected of committing a crime.  Meanwhile, the CIA (under the Department of State)
was restricted to “foreign intelligence” and could not operate within the United States.  This created a
dilemma when a foreign agent entered the US.  How was that agent to be followed when the CIA couldn’t
operate in the US and the FBI couldn’t conduct intelligence gathering activities? 

Recognizing this dilemma, Congress in 1978 enacted the “Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act” (FISA).
Under this act the FBI, under certain conditions, can collect foreign intelligence and operate in areas of the
Fourth Amendment protection against unreasonable searches and seizures.  FISA sets up special secret
courts (FISA Courts) from which the FBI must obtain a warrant for whatever type of foreign intelligence
surveillance it wants to conduct.  This may be electronic surveillance (phones and computers), physical
searches, pen registers,12 trap and trace devices,13 and access to certain records.  FISA warrants do not
require the usual probable-cause justification and when a crime has been committed.

The information gathered by the FBI under FISA is called “foreign intelligence,” as distinguished from the
“domestic intelligence” used in law enforcement.  That means it cannot be used for evidence in law
enforcement or criminal cases. Investigations under FISA are not designed to lead to criminal prosecution.
Therefore, the information obtained from a FISA warrant is secret.  The agents collecting FISA information
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15Sometimes referred to as an “Administrative Subpoena.”
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cannot share it with other FBI agents working on criminal cases, even if it would significantly help
prosecution of a criminal case.

There was a lot of investigating and negotiating when FISA was going through Congress.  The final bill
looked significantly different than what was originally submitted and there were extensive measures to
protect the rights of Americans while at the same time contributing to national security.

In 1994 FISA was broadened to include physical searches without warrant and without notice, under some
conditions, and without ever letting the suspect know that information had been obtained from his/her home
or office.   Nevertheless, the information obtained still could not be used in a criminal investigation.

Melding of Foreign Intelligence and Law Enforcement.

The foreign intelligence issue changed under the Patriot Act.  That Act mandated information sharing across
the board.  It provided a lower standard for obtaining a FISA warrant.  It used to be that the FBI agent
had to guarantee that the “primary purpose” (i.e. the only purpose) of the warrant was to collect foreign
intelligence.  Under the Patriot Act, the information collected under the warrant need only be a “significant
purpose” to foreign intelligence – it could be gathered as foreign intelligence and subsequently used for
criminal prosecution of the subject.  The Act also allows spying on people who are merely suspected of
being a foreign agents.  In essence, as one observer put it, the Patriot Act “empowers the government to
shift the primary mission of the FBI from solving crimes to gathering domestic intelligence”14 as well as
foreign.

Under Title II of the Patriot Act, search warrants obtained from a US federal court can be used repeatedly
throughout the nation without having to justify the warrant for each use.  These so-called single-jurisdiction
warrants, or roving warrants, remain valid even when the investigation moves out of the issuing court’s
jurisdiction.  This effectively takes judicial review out of the picture.

FISA warrants, obtained without a meaningful standard of “just cause,” can also be used to obtain physical
information such as consumer records, internet activity (from the internet provider), educational records,
library records, and more.  These warrants also incorporate a permanent gag order which prevent the
institution providing the records from ever telling the subject of the investigation that they were subpoenaed
– and with no civil liability for the provider.

In the case of banks and financial institutions, transaction records can be subpoenaed  with only a “national
security letter”15 (used instead of a warrant) issued by the investigating agency which merely states the
information is required for the case.  No court order or judicial review is required and the same gag order
applies.  In 2005 (alone) the FBI issued 9,254 national security letters to gain information on 3,501 US
citizens.  With that number there is no way that innocent Americans are not being spied upon.



16McGee, 4 November 2001.
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The Patriot Act allows the CIA and FBI to talk to each other – even work together.  This sharing of
information is authorized mainly through Titles II and IX, and is excluded from judicial review unless specific
challenges are made. These challenges can also be delayed at the government’s request.  The CIA still
cannot carry on surveillance within the United States or spy on US citizens anywhere, but they can
accompany the FBI and benefit from information obtained by the FBI’s new surveillance powers.  “The
new law also gives the CIA unprecedented access to the most powerful investigative weapon in the federal
law enforcement’s arsenal: the federal grand jury.  Grand juries have nearly unlimited power to gather
evidence in secret, including testimony, wiretap transcripts, phone records, business records or medical
records.”16  Previously it required a court order to allow grand jury information to be shared with other
agencies.  The Act allows the FBI to share grand jury information with the CIA and national security
agencies with impunity as long as it pertains to foreign intelligence or international terrorism.  

Furthermore, as long as it regards terrorism, the Patriot Act authorizes a secure, nationwide communication
system for sharing information with the country’s 600,000 police officers and detectives.

Title XIII, Section 802 of the Patriot Act creates an unprecedented new crime of “domestic terrorism.”
This criminalizes state crimes as domestic terrorism if there is any possible danger to human life.  Under
Section 802 a person cited for reckless driving could theoretically be tried in federal court as a domestic
terrorist.  That is what makes the Patriot Act so controversial

Immigrants and non-citizens fare worse under the Patriot Act.  In the immediate aftermath of 9/11,
hundreds were detained indefinitely without legal representation or even being identified.  If they belong to
or support an organization that the Justice Department has designated a terrorist group, they are subject
to detention even though the group may not even operate in the United States or threaten the US – or may
not actually be a terrorist group at all.  This is true even if the support given is humanitarian, or intended to
be humanitarian.  Court cases have modified this activity some but the threat of detention for non-citizens
through misunderstood behavior is still severe.

A word should also be said about the Treasury Department.  Under the Patriot Act it is charged with
assembling a massive financial intelligence-gathering system that can be used by the CIA.  The Treasury
Department has issued extremely detailed regulations to carry out Title III of the Act.  (See Appendix-A)
It has made domestic banks virtual partners with the federal government and the Treasury Department in
investigating terrorist funding and money laundering.

Under Title III, a federal investigator can impose detailed and extreme “special measures” --valid for 120
days – against domestic banks and other financial institutions once the Treasury Department makes certain
required “certifications.”  These special measures were previously unheard of in banking history and, even
when challenged, are not subject to court review.
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A New Dawn for the Patriot Act Sunset Provisions.

Section 303 of the Patriot Act provides that Title III in its entirety would expire on 1 October 2005 unless
Congress passes a joint resolution before that to make it permanent.  Instead, Congress repealed Section
303 so now the entire Title III is permanent.

Section 224 provides that, unless previously renewed by Congress, all of Title II will expire on
31 December 2005 except Sections 203(a), 203(c), 205, 208, 210, 211, 213, 216, 219, 221, and 222
which are permanent.  The 16 sections that would have expired are:

Section 201 – Authority to Accept Wire, Oral, and Electronic Communication Relating to Terrorism.
Section 202 – Authority to Accept Wire, Oral, and Electronic Communication Relating to Computer Fraud and

Abuse Offenses.
Section 203(b) – Authority to Share Electronic, Wire, and Oral Interception Information.
Section 203(d) – Foreign Intelligence Information. 
Section 204 – Clarification of Intelligence Exceptions from Limitations on Interception and Disclosure of wire,

oral, and electronic communication.
Section 206 – Roving Surveillance Authority Under the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978.
Section 207 – Duration of FISA Surveillance of Non-United States Persons Who Are Agents of a Foreign

Power.
Section 209 – Seizure of Voice-Mail Messages Pursuant to Warrants.
Section 212 – Emergency Disclosure of Electronic Communications to Protect Life and Limb.
Section 214 – Pen Register and Trap and Trace Authority Under FISA.
Section 215 – Access to records and Other Items Under FISA.
Section 217 – Interception of Computer Trespasser Communications.
Section 218 – Foreign Intelligence Information.
Section 220 – Nationwide service of Search Warrants for Electronic Evidence.
Section 223 – Civil Liability for Certain Unauthorized Disclosures.
Section 225 – Immunity for Compliance with FISA Wiretap.

When renewal of these sixteen sections came up before Congress in late 2005, several issues could not
be resolved.  So, in order to allow more time for debate, they were temporarily extended until 6 February
2006.  Still the debate continued and resolution could not be achieved.  Another short-term extension was
approved until 10 March 2006.

In early March a compromise agreement was reached which repealed Section 224 (the sunset provision),
made fourteen of the sections permanent, and extended Sections 206 and 215 to sunset on 31 December
2009. 

In addition, in the “USA PATRIOT Improvement and Authorization Act of 2005,” Congress added several
other provisions, which are:

• Traditional libraries (i.e. those without internet access) are not subject to federal subpoenas
for release of information on patrons.

• Recipients of federal subpoenas may contact a lawyer without providing that lawyer’s
name to a federal investigator.



17Quotations cited in Kellman, 7 March 2006.

18Quotations cited in Savage, 24 March 2006.

19Savage, 24 March 2006.
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• Recipients of federal subpoenas to release information on a patron may challenge the gag
order in court, but must wait a year to do so.

• People may sue the government if it leaks information obtained through new wiretapping
and surveillance powers.

• Requires the Justice Department to keep track of how often and under what circumstances
the FBI secretly searches homes and seizes papers, and provide that information to
Congress periodically on certain prescribed dates.

This renewal legislation was signed it into law on 9 March 2006.  Representative Dennis Kucinich of Ohio
said: “I rise in strong opposition to this legislation because it offers only a superficial reform that will have
little if any impact on safeguarding our civil liberties.”17

Bush’s Signing Statement.

President George W. Bush signed the “USA PATRIOT Improvement and Authorization Act of 2005”
(Which made most of the Patriot Act permanent) amid much media fanfare on 9 March 2006.  But when
the excitement died down and the reporters and guests had left, the White House staff brought out another
paper – an addendum to the legislation just signed – for the President to sign.  It is called a signing statement
and this one said the President didn’t feel obliged to inform Congress on how the Patriot Act powers were
used.  It said: “The executive branch shall construe the provision ... that call for furnishing information to
entities outside the executive branch ... in a manner consistent with the president’s constitutional authority
to supervise the unitary executive branch and to withhold information ...”18

Bush has used this notion of constitutional authority to bypass the law in previous high-profile cases.  In
December 2005 The New York Times revealed that he had authorized electronic surveillance of American
citizens without a court order or search warrant.  Bush claimed constitutional authority as a wartime leader
to do that.  Then when Congress passed legislation forbidding torture, Bush used a signing statement to
claim he could do so if necessary to protect national security.

“Past presidents occasionally used signing statements to describe their interpretations of laws, but Bush has
expanded this practice.  He has been more assertive in claiming the authority to override provisions he
thinks intrude on his power, legal scholars said.  “... Members of both parties have pointed out that the
Constitution gives the legislative branch the power to write the laws and the executive branch the duty to
‘faithfully execute’ them.”19



20Quotations cited in Savage, 24 March 2006.

21Quotations cited in Branch-Brioso, 22 July 2002.
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White House spokesperson Dana Perino defends Bush’s actions, saying: “The signing statement makes
clear that the president will faithfully execute the law in a manner that is consistent with the Constitution,”
at least according to the administration’s ideas, “... and there has not been one verified abuse of civil
liberties using the Patriot Act.”  Well, yeah, I guess that’s so.  That’s an argument used frequently to mollify
criticism of Patriot Act secrecy.  But it’s a catch-22 situation.  If it’s so clandestine we aren’t supposed to
know about it, evidence to confirm abuse is hardly available.  New York University law professor, David
Golove, who specializes in executive power issues, puts the issue in perspective.  He said the signing
statement points out the administration’s “mind-boggling expansive conception” of the President’s power
and it’s low esteem of Congress.  He adds: “On the one hand, they deny that Congress even has the
authority to pass laws on these subjects like torture and eavesdropping, and in addition to that, they say
that Congress is not even entitled to get information about anything to do with the war on terrorism.”20

SNITCHING, SNOOPING, AND DATA MINING

The great masses of the people ... will more easily
fall victim to a big lie than to a small one.

– Adolf Hitler (Mein Kampf)

Making the Patriot Act the law of the land in 2001 was not the end of neoconservative ambitions.  There
followed a steady stream of actions designed to place more power in the President and the administrative
branch of government.  Here I will discuss TIPS, TIA, and more.

Operation TIPS.

With the Terrorism Information and Prevention System (TIPS) the Department of Justice planned to recruit
millions of US citizens – at least 4% of the population – as domestic spies .  They were to be recruited from
workers who have access to people’s homes, businesses, or transportation system to report suspicious
activity.  The program started in May 2002 to involve volunteers in the police and law enforcement
services.   Then it was expanded to recruit long-haul truck drivers, delivery persons, letter carriers, utility
employees, service providers, train conductors, longshoremen and dock workers, ship captains, and more.

Opposition quickly rose from civil liberties and privacy groups. – both liberal and conservative.  Founder
John W. Whitehead of the conservative Rutherford Institute said: “What this means for the average citizen
is that whatever you read, eat, or do – in the privacy of your home or out in public – will now be suspect
in the eyes of your cable repairman, postal carrier, meter reader or others who, by way of the services they
provide, will have access to your home.”21



22Cited in Henthoff, 13 December 2002.

23Kinnucan, July-August 2003.

24Information Office Website.

25Retired Admiral John Poindexter was the highest ranking official in the Reagan administration that was
criminally indicted for the Iran-Contra scandal in which money received from secret arms sales to Iran was used to
support the Contras in Nicaragua.   He was convicted in 1990 on five felony counts of lying to Congress, destroying
official documents, and obstructing Congressional inquiries into the Iran-Contra affair.  Described by a federal judge
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Meanwhile, in July, Majority Leader Dick Armey of the republican-controlled House insisted that a ban
on Operation TIPS be included in legislation creating the new Department of Homeland Security (to be
discussed later).

By August the opposition was so strong, and the possibility of a congressional ban so possible, that the
Justice Department scaled TIPS back to just observers in public places.  The infringement on privacy in
and around people’s homes was dropped.  Only people like truckers, dock workers, bus drivers, etc.
would be involved.

It didn’t make any difference.  When the Homeland Security Act was signed into law in December 2002,
Section 880 read: “Any and all activities of the Federal Government to implement the proposed component
program of the Citizen Corps known as Operation TIPS (Terrorism Information and Prevention System)
are hereby prohibited.”22  Operation TIPS was dead before it got off the ground.

Or was it?  “Still, it is noteworthy that months before Congress blocked funding for TIPS in late 2002,
[Attorney General] John Ashcroft announced a closely related initiative to be managed by the same
organization – Citizen Corps. – that would have run TIPS.  The plan is to double the number of NWPs
[Neighborhood Watch Programs] by 2004 and, according to the DOJ [Department of Justice], expand
their mission to make participants ‘a critical element in the detection, prevention and disruption of
terrorism.’  While TIPS has been derailed, perhaps temporarily, the Neighborhood Watch expansion has
proceeded apace – there are now 10,000 programs nationwide.”23

 The TIA Program.

Now the ball goes to the Defense Department’s court.  In January 2002 the Pentagon established the
Information Awareness Office.  Its mission was to “imagine, develop, apply, integrate, demonstrate, and
transition all the information technologies, components and prototype, closed-loop information systems that
will counter asymmetric threats by achieving total information awareness.”24  Thus came the name of  the
Total Information Awareness (TIA) Program.  Several existing Pentagon programs were brought together
under one office.

Retired Admiral John M. Poindexter, former US National Security Advisor to President Reagan and
collaborator in the Iran-Contra scandal, was named the first director of the program.25  He described TIA



as the “decision-making head” of a scheme to deceive Congress, he was sentenced to six months in jail.  The
conviction was overturned by a US Court of Appeals because Poindexter had been granted immunity to testify
(immunity to lie, destroy, and obstruct?).  Nevertheless, what he did are facts which cannot be overturned, and
which are remembered by the people and by Congress.

26O’Harrow Jr., 12 November 2002.

27Wikipedia, Information Awareness Office.

28Harris, 23 February 2006.
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as a plan where “counterterrorism officials will use ‘transformational’ technology to sift through almost
unimaginable large amounts of data ... to find a discernable ‘signal’ indicating terrorist activity or planning.”
However, some specialists “question whether the technology Poindexter envisions is even feasible, given
the immense amount of data it would handle. ...  But many agree, if implemented as planned, it probably
would be the largest data-surveillance system ever built.”26

TIA first became popularly known from a 13 February 2002 New York Times article by John Markoff.
Gradually more and more information became available and people, liberals and conservatives alike,
became more and more concerned.  William Safire said in a 14 November 2002 New York Times column
that TIA “has been given a $200 million budget to create computer dossiers on 300 million Americans.”27

According to Wikipedia, Safire has been credited with triggering the anti-TIA stampede.  From then on,
opposition mounted.

On 16 January 2003, Senator Russ Feingold introduced legislation to suspend work on the TIA Program
until Congress could investigate the privacy issues involved.  Senator Ron Wyden introduced legislation to
prohibit the Information Awareness Office from operating in the US without specific permission of
Congress.  Legislation was passed in February 2003 suspending TIA activities pending a Congressional
report.

In May 2003 the program was renamed Terrorist Information Awareness (rather than Total), which was
more politically acceptable.  But this did not mollify critics.  Finally, the “Department of Defense
Appropriations Act for 2004,” signed into law on 1 October 2003, contained a section prohibiting the use
of funds for the TIA Program and directed that the Information Awareness Office be terminated
immediately.

But closing an office and terminating a program does not mean that spying and data mining will cease.
Many TIA projects continued under other programs and with different names.  Two of the most important
elements went to the Advanced Research and Development Activity (ARDA) which is under the National
Security Agency (NSA).  “One piece that went to ARDA was the Information Awareness Prototype
System, the core architecture that tied together numerous information extraction, analysis, and dissemination
tools under TIA.”28  The new effort under ARDA was renamed “Basketball” and was fully funded at least
until the end of fiscal year 2004 (30 September 2004).



29Asher is reported to be a pilot and drug smuggler who escaped prosecution by becoming an informant. 
“It was Asher’s former company, Database Technologies, that administered the contract that stripped thousands of
African Americans from the Florida voter rolls before the 2000 election, erroneously contending that they were
felons.” (Kranich, 25 March 2004)

30Kranich, 25 March 2004.

31The original states were Alabama, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, New
York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Ohio and Utah. 

32Webb, 27 May 2004.
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The second element was“Genoa II,” whose purpose was to build information technologies that would
anticipate and pre-empt attacks.  It was renamed “Topsail” under ARDA.  (Genoa is a headsail.)  The
subcontractor for Topsail was awarded a $3.7 million contract for fiscal year 2006.

ARDA has now been taken away from the NSA and placed under the new US Director of Intelligence –
John Negroponte.  It has been renamed the Disruptive Technology Office.

It is deceptive to believe that when a program is closed that the forbidden technology will not continue in
development elsewhere.  Like with a shell game, the activity is shuffled back and forth among the various
cabinet departments.  The neoconservative government doesn’t just mildly close up shop when Congress
cuts off funds, or when the courts say it is unconstitutional.  The democratic principles of checks and
balances has degenerated to part of the fantasy on which the Bush administration tries to fixate our vision.

MATRIX.

Shortly after the 9/11 attack, Florida law enforcement officials started using an intelligence gathering system
which was called the Multistate Anti-Terrorism Information Exchange (MATRIX).  It was developed by
Hank Asher,29 founder of a Boca Raton, Florida company named Seisint, Inc.  Seisint owns MATRIX and
houses its database.  According to one observer, MATRIX “enables investigators to find patterns and links
among people and events faster than ever before.”30

MATRIX soon spread to other states and the federal government to improve the exchange of information
among law enforcement agencies at all levels.  Thirteen states were said to be initially interested after
California and Texas turned it down because of privacy and security concerns.31  The US Department of
Justice provided $4 million and the Department of Homeland Security promised another $8 million to be
used for expanding MATRIX nationally.  In addition, the Department of Homeland Security was to have
provided the computer network for information sharing.

The Bush administration exhibited keen interest in MATRIX.  A records request by the Associated Press
in Florida “turned up 'briefing points,' dated January 2003, for a presentation on Matrix to Vice President
Dick Cheney and other top federal officials delivered jointly by Seisint [Hank Asher], Florida Gov. Jeb
Bush and Florida's top police official. ...  Matrix meeting minutes from February 2003 say Cheney was
briefed along with Homeland Security Director Tom Ridge and FBI Director Robert Mueller."32



33Ramasastry, 5 November 2003.

34Other government-furnished data include pilot licenses, aircraft ownership, property ownership, Coast
Guard registered vessels, state sexual offender lists, federal terrorist watch lists, corporation filings, Uniform
Commercial Code filings, bankruptcy filings, civil court records, voter registration, address histories, and state-
issued professional licenses.

35Quotations cited in Webb, 27 May 2004.

36The remaining states were Connecticut, Florida, Ohio, and Pennsylvania.

37Mercury News Editorial, 20 February 2003.
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MATRIX was a data-mining system like TIA.  “In Congressional testimony, a Florida lawmaker, Paula
B. Dockery, described how the Matrix works: “It combines government records with information from
‘public-search businesses’ into a ‘data warehouse.’  There, dossiers are reviewed by ‘specialized software’
to identify ‘anomalies’ using ‘mathematical analysis.’  If ‘anomalies’ are spotted, they will then be
scrutinized by personnel who will search for evidence of terrorism or other crimes.”33  Does that sound
familiar – similar to Poindexter’s description of the TIA (given above)?

Many analysts say MATRIX would do everything TIA was supposed to do, except it was being done at
the state level by a private company and not subject to the same controls as at the federal level.  It first put
government-created information into the database; such as criminal history records, driver license data,
vehicle registration data, incarceration/correction records, and more34 – including digitized photographs and
finger/thumb prints.  Added to that were 20 billion records in databases held by private sources which a
Seisint subsidiary had already collected to help creditors and locate debtors.

Other events that could get into the MATRIX database are meetings attended, books and magazines
purchased, political activities, Internet domains people own, utility connections, church or humanitarian
group work with immigrants, and more.

According to a May 2004 Washington Technology article, MATRIX “ran into legal and political snags
when many of the participating states became concerned that their state laws would not allow them to
transfer information about their citizens to the network’s central repository.  Some states also cited costs
for a reason for leaving the project.”35  In early 2005, MATRIX was shut down.  At that time only four
states remained in the network.36  The main reason for its discontinuance was loss of federal funding, but
that loss was the result of significant political pressure.

Patriot Act II.

On 7 February 2003 – two months after TIPS had been scratched, while TIA was beginning to hit rocky
seas in Congress, and as Vice President Cheney along with high intelligence officials were being briefed on
MATRIX – a Department of Justice draft of new legislation was leaked to the public.  The 120-page
document was put together in secret and dated 9 January 2003.  It’s name was the “Domestic Security
Enhancement Act of 2003,” but it quickly became known as Patriot Act II.  It is described as “an alarming
expansion of law enforcement activity at the expense of liberty,”37 and would:



38Mercury News Editorial, 20 February 2003.
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• Apply an overly broad definition of terrorism which could conceivable apply to some
protest groups, and end the need for a court order for police to spy on groups.

• Make encrypting an e-mail message to hide plans for something illegal, even as minor as
nonviolent civil disobedience at a demonstration, a federal felony.  The illegal activity
doesn’t even have to relate to terrorism.  This is the first attempt, ever, to regulate
encryption domestically.

• Strip citizenship from any American who gives “material support” to any group on the
Attorney General’s list of terrorist organizations – “a few dollars to a Muslim charity
Ashcroft thinks is a terrorist organization and you could be on the next plane out of the
country.”38

• Legalize detaining people indefinitely without being charged with a crime or contacting a
lawyer, and without releasing their names.  Anyone who finds out about a person being
detained would be committing a crime by revealing it, no matter what the persons
relationship to the detainee.

• Permit without any indication of a connection to terrorism the sharing of sensitive personal
information among local and state law enforcement agencies.  For instance, this would
allow access to a consumer’s credit report without a court order.  It would wedge open
the door to a huge database – all in secret.

• Authorize secret arrests and detentions in immigration and other cases (such as material
witness warrants) without criminal charges being filed.

• Allow speedy deportation of legal immigrants based only on suspicions.

• Allow sampling and cataloguing of genetic information (DNA, etc.) into a “Terrorist
Identification Database ( again, all in secret) on innocent Americans merely suspected of
being a terrorist, without court order and without that person’s consent.  A blood or DNA
sample from any government agency could go into this database.

• Shelter federal agents engaged in illegal surveillance without a court order from criminal
prosecution if they are following orders of high executive branch officials.

• Shield from civil liability any business or employee that reports “suspected terrorists” to the
federal government.  No matter how unfounded or malicious the tip may be, the mail carrier,
meter reader, cleaning woman, or whomever cannot be sued.

• Allow the federal government to put gag orders on both state and federal grand juries, and
take over their proceedings.



39For a detailed section-by-section analysis of what Patriot Act II would do, see Edgar, 14 February 2003.

40Ramasastry, 17 February 2003.

41Singel, 21 August 2003.

42See Singel, 21 August 2003, for examples.
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There is more in the details.  Obtaining a warrant from a FISA Court would be easer and in some cases not
necessary.  Nationwide search warrants would be expanded.  And more.39

These are not powers to be used in a democracy.  These are powers used in a totalitarian regime.  They
could be applied to protesters and anyone else the government dislikes under the new “domestic terrorist”
catagory established by the USA PATRIOT Act.  Breaking the law, no matter how minor, in a manner that
can be construed as endangering human life, can earn the title of “domestic terrorist.”  It is important to
remember that “domestic terrorism” is a federal crime even though it may only have been caused by a
speeding ticket.

“Worse, even those persons who cannot be deemed ‘domestic terrorists’ because they have not broken any
law, can alternately be deemed ‘foreign powers’ under Patriot II – even if they are American citizens or
permanent residents.  This allows the FBI to get pen registers on American citizens for a foreign intelligence
investigation – without having to show any criminal or terrorist connection.”40

Does all this sound familiar.  It’s TIPS, TIA. and MATRIX all over agin, and rolled into one.  But the
reaction to the leaked draft apparently discouraged the Justice Department from introducing the bill.  They
didn’t give up. however, In June of 2003 a bill introduced by Senator Orin Hatch and four other members
of the Senate Judiciary Committee was circulated.  Dated June 27th, the draft bill expanded wiretapping and
investigative powers, and linked terrorism with the war on drugs, along with banning a traditional form of
Middle East banking.  

Entitled the “Vital Interdiction of Criminal Terrorist Organizations Act of 2003,” it was dubbed the Victory
Act (Another acronym concocted to move the patriotic fervor).  It creates a new crime called “narco-
terrorism.”  According to Wired News: “It includes a raft of provisions increasing the government’s ability
to investigate, wiretap, prosecute and incarcerate money launderers, fugitives, ‘narco-terrorists,’ and
nonviolent drug dealers.  The bill also outlaws hawalas, the informal and documentless money transferring
systems widely used in the Middle East, India, and parts of Asia.”41  Some of the provisions might have been
good, and linking it to the drug war and money laundering undoubtedly made it look more respectable, but
it also included significant portions of Patriot Act II.42

The Victory Act apparently died in committee, or somewhere.  However, that was still not the end.  Buried
deep in the monstrous “Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2004," the bill that finances all the
government’s intelligence activities, was a redefinition that greatly expanded the scope for subpoenaing
financial records with a “national security letter” (an administrative subpoena – not a court order).  “The Act
included a simple, yet insidious, redefinition of ‘financial institution,’ which previously referred to banks, but



43Martin, 24 December 2003.

44Some sources have said the presidential order was issued in 2002, but a high-ranking intelligence official
said it was in October 2001, not 2002. (See Kuhnhenn, 18 December 2005.)

45General Hayden was subsequently appointed Assistant Director of National Intelligence and then
Director of the CIA.
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now includes stockbrokers, car dealerships, casinos, credit card companies, insurance agencies, jewelers,
airlines, the US Post Office, and any other business ‘whose cash transactions have a high degree of
usefulness in criminal, tax, or regulatory matters.’”43 In addition, a gag order is attached to the National
Security Letters so the “financial institution” cannot tell a client that his or her records have been released.
Neither is it necessary to notify Congress.

Congress passed this legislation around Thanksgiving of 2003.  Bush didn’t sign it into law until December
13th.  Why the unnecessary delay?  Because Bush waited until the capture of Saddam Hussein to detract
media attention from the new executive power.  Nevertheless, that Patriot Act expansion is now law.

THE NSA’s DOMESTIC SPYING PROGRAM

I do not believe that the kind of society I described [in my book, 1984]
necessarily WILL arrive, but I believe ... that something resembling it
COULD arrive.  I believe also that totalitarian ideas have taken root in the
minds of intellectuals everywhere.

   – George Orwell, 1949.

On 15 December 2005 The New York Times revealed a heretofore secret operation – officially called the
“Terrorist Surveillance Program” – being conducted by the National Security Agency (NSA) to spy on US
citizens.  By a clandestine presidential order issued in October 200144, shortly after the 9/11 attacks, NSA
was directed to eavesdrop on all international telephone calls and e-mail communication originating in the
US, without obtaining the court-issued warrants required for domestic surveillance.  The idea, we are told,
is to watch for key words that might indicate terrorist activity.  Messages containing any of those key words
would be open to further scrutiny.  Air Force General Michael V. Hayden was the director of NSA at the
time this special program started.45  Most reports credit him with being the mastermind of the plan.

The Terrorist Surveillance Program.

A few select congressional leaders were reportedly briefed when the Terrorist Surveillance Program  began
but it is not clear how much they were told.  Apparently none of the democratic minority were fully informed.
House minority leader Nancy Pelosi “said she had been told on several occasions that Bush had authorized
unspecified activities by the National Security Agency ...  She said she addressed strong concerns at the



46Kuhnhenn, 18 December 2005.
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time, and that Bush’s statement Saturday ‘raises serious questions as to what the activities were and whether
the activities were lawful’.”46

The Saturday statement Congresswoman Pelosi was referring to was Bush’s admission that he had authorize
the spying program.  He contends that Congress authorized him to use force against al Qaida shortly after
9/11 and that enabled him to approve interception of telephone calls and e-mails without a warrant from the
FISA court.  In addition, Article II of the US Constitution makes him the commander-in-chief of the armed
forces.  Legal analysts say such justification for spying on Americans is a stretch.

An analysis by the Congressional Research Service “raised numerous doubts about the power to bypass
Congress in ordering such operations, saying the legal rationale ‘does not seem to be well grounded’ as the
administration’s lawyers have argued. ... The report was particularly critical of a central administration
justification for the program, that Congress had effectively approved such eavesdropping soon after the
Sept. 11, 2001 attacks by authorizing ‘all necessary and appropriate force’ against the terrorist group
responsible.  Congress ‘does not appear to have authorized or acquiesced in such surveillance,’ ... adding
that the administration reading of some provisions of federal wiretap law could render [its justification]
‘meaningless.’”47

In defense of the program, Bush says it is “a highly classified program that is crucial to our national security.”
Pursuing his traditional line of argument he continues: “This authorization is a vital tool in our war against the
terrorists.  It is critical to saving American lives.  The American people expect me to do everything in my
power, under our laws and Constitution, to protect them and their civil liberties and that is exactly what I
will continue to do as long as I am President of the United States.”48  Yet the apparent illegality and
unconstitutionality of this spy program is exactly why it is causing so much concern.  And that flagrant
violation of law and Constitution threatens the very civil liberties that Bush so adamantly clams to protect.
“Fixate the members’ vision on a phantom.”  Let me continue.

Based at Fort Meade, Maryland, the NSA is America’s largest and most secretive spy agency.  Its mission
is to monitor communications abroad and break the codes used if necessary.  Obtaining information from
such radio, telephone, or other types of electronic signals is called signals intelligence.  It is lawful for the
agency to monitor such signals originating in a foreign country even if it is communication with someone in
the US.  But for signals originating in the US, the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) requires a
warrant.  Agency officials say they still seek warrants for entirely domestic communications.  I will get into
that aspect shortly.  First I must finish the domestic-to-foreign communications.

“Nearly a dozen current and former officials, who were granted anonymity because of the classified nature
of the program, discussed it with reporters for The New York Times because of their concerns about the
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operation’s legality and [lack of] oversight.”49  The newspaper, at the White House’s request not to publish
this information because it might damage ongoing investigations, delayed it for a year and then omitted
portions that officials claimed could help terrorists.  These whistle-blowing officials are concerned that
besides being unlawful it is also unconstitutional, amounting to unlawful searches and seizures which are
forbidden by the Fourth Amendment.  They report that many inside the NSA disapprove of the program
and want nothing to do with it.  Some say the program is unnecessary because FISA provides for such
surveillance and all that is required is to follow the procedure. 

In a late January 2006 effort to defend the spy program, General Hayden, then deputy director of national
intelligence but formerly director of NSA, said that if the spying program had been in place before 9/11
many of the hijackers would have been apprehended.  But, “Hayden did not mention that NSA, CIA, and
FBI had significant information about two of the leading hijackers as early as January 2000 but failed to keep
track of them or capitalize on the information, ... He also did not mention NSA intercepts warning of the
attacks the day before, but not translated until Sept. 12, 2001.”50  Hayden also said warrantless spying
allowed the NSA to act more rapidly with less information than using the FISA court, suggesting that the
court would require too much evidence to obtain a warrant in many cases.

The FISA court does require some evidence to show that the target of spying has a connection to terrorism.
And the law states the FISA court is “to be the ‘exclusive means’ by which Americans can be wiretapped
for intelligence gathering purposes.”51  However, it is not difficult to get a warrant.  Of the 19,000 issued
since 1978, only five have been rejected.  Additionally, under FISA it is permissible to eavesdrop without
a warrant for 15 days after war has been declared, and then for 72 hours before obtaining a warrant.  Yet
Attorney General Alberto Gonzales labeled the FISA process too cumbersome for a program that is of “a
military nature” and that requires “maximum speed and agility to achieve early warning.”52  He also claimed
the FISA procedure irrelevant because of the president’s powers.  But James Bamford denounced the
administration’s position, saying: “In essence, NSA seemed to be on a classic fishing expedition, precisely
the type of abuse the FISA court was put in place to stop.”53

Hearings on the NSA spy program commenced before the Senate Judiciary Committee on 6 February
2006.  Attorney General Gonzales testified about the legality of the program.  According to US Senator
Diane Feinstein, a member of the committee: “He provided none of the documents the committee required
for proper oversight, and his assurances alone did not allay my concerns.  Instead he propounded a radical
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legal theory of presidential power largely unconstrained by either Congress or the courts.”54  In addition, the
attorney general has declined to say how many US citizens have had their communications intercepted.

Another defensive argument by the administration is that former presidents have authorized wiretaps without
a court order.  But when asked by the House Judiciary Committee if any president had ordered surveillance
without a warrant since passage of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978, the Justice
Department’s carefully worded answer was, “if the question is limited to ‘electronic surveillance’ ... we are
unaware of such authorizations.”55

Such a carefully couched answer raises a red flag.  Narrowing down the field in that manner seems to
indicate that warrantless physical surveillance – sneak and peak searches – had been ordered.  US News
& World Report made known that soon after Bush authorized the NSA to do electronic spying on
American citizens, White House “lawyers talked to senior FBI officials about using the same legal authority
to conduct physical searches of homes and businesses of terrorist suspects – also without court approval,
” according to one current and one former government official.56  The former FBI official added: “There was
a fair amount of discussion at Justice on the warrantless physical search issue.  Discussion about – if [the
searches] happened – where would the information go, and would it taint cases [so that the evidence could
not be used in court].”57

On March 24th, an official for the Department of Justice had the audacity to tell the House Judiciary
Committee that monitoring confidential information between doctor and patient, or lawyer and client, is legal
and can be used as evidence in court: “Because collecting foreign intelligence information without a warrant
does not violate the Fourth Amendment and because the Terrorist Surveillance Program is lawful, there
appears to be no legal barrier against introducing this evidence in a criminal prosecution.”58  Well, that’s the
administration’s viewpoint.  Let me step back a few years and look at some earlier concerns about NSA
spying.

In 1975 Senator Frank Church, then head of a select committee on intelligence, visited the NSA and was
appalled.  He said: “That capability at any time could be turned around on the American people, and no
American would have any privacy left, such is the capability to monitor everything: telephone conversations,
telegrams, it doesn’t matter.  There would be no place to hide.”  Then Church added that if a dictator ever
took over the US, the NSA “could enable it to dispose total tyranny, and there would be no way to fight
back.”  
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Church was worried.  He said: “I don’t want to see this country ever go across the bridge.  I know the
capacity that is there to make tyranny total in America, and we must see to it that this agency and all agencies
that possess this technology, operate within the law and under proper supervision, so that we never cross
over that abyss.  That is the abyss from which there is no return.”59

That was in 1975 when the NSA spying capability only extended to telephone calls and telegrams.  They
couldn’t get into the US mail but today e-mail, cell phones, and the internet carry a huge proportion of
personal correspondence and personal records/information.  As James Bamford expresses it, “the agency
virtually has the ability to get inside a person’s mind.”60

Russell D. Tice was one of the whistleblowers that talked to The New York Times.  He’s not afraid to admit
it because, he says, they can’t do anything to him so long as he doesn’t reveal classified information.  He
says there are abuses that need to be addressed.  Although an 18-year veteran at NSA who worked on
some of the governments most secret programs, the spying program bothered him.  When Tice questioned
it, NSA had him examined by a psychologist who declared him to be paranoid.  Tice then consulted an
independent psychologist who could find no evidence of mental disorder.  When NSA revoked his security
clearance and fired him, Tice went to the media.

“Tice says the technology exists to track and sort through every domestic and international phone call as they
are switched through centers, ... and to search for key words and phrases a terrorist might use.”  Although
Bush says he gave orders to listen in on only a small number of Americans, Tice disagrees.  “He says the
number of Americans subject to eavesdropping by the NSA could be in the millions if the full range of secret
NSA programs is used.”61

NSA officials claim they seek warrants for purely domestic wiretapping but don’t say how frequently they
do that, or if they do it all the time.  And Attorney General Gonzales wrote in The Wall Street Journal: “The
NSA’s Terrorist Surveillance Program is narrowly focused on the international communications of persons
believed to be members or agents of al Qaida or attributed terrorist organizations.”62  That sounds good if
one is willing to believe public pronouncements of the Bush administration, or that it wouldn’t take advantage
of every capability in its possession.  

The old saying goes that the devil is in the details.  Perhaps here the truth lies in using the proper
nomenclature or program name.  Perhaps the “Terrorist Surveillance Program” that Gonzales refers to does
exactly what he describes – monitors phone calls and e-mail traffic where one of the parties is outside the
US.  But there could be another program beyond that.  Suspicion of such was heightened during House
Judiciary Committee hearings when the Justice Department “avoided questions on whether the administration
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believes it is legal to wiretap purely domestic calls without a warrant, when al Qaida activity is suspected.
The department wouldn’t say specifically that it hadn’t been done.”63

Purely Domestic Spying By AT&T.

“According to John E. McLaughlin, who was deputy director of the Central Intelligence Agency in the fall
of 2001 and was among the first briefed on NSA spying, this eavesdropping was the most secret operation
in the entire intelligence network, complete with its own code word – which itself is secret.”64 (Emphasis
added.)  Having a secret code word has ominous implications.  If even the code word for the program was
so secret that it couldn’t be divulged to those being briefed in 2001, then it is not wise to believe they
received a complete briefing.  It looks like there is another very secret program quite different than what
Gonzales was talking about in his Wall Street Journal article.

There is more to support this suspicion.  Russell Tice told a House Government Reform Subcommittee that
he was concerned about another, much broader “special access” electronic surveillance program “that he
characterized as far more wide-ranging than the warrantless wiretapping recently exposed by the New York
Times, but he was forbidden from discussing the program with Congress.  Tice said he believes it violates
the Constitution’s protection against unlawful searches and seizures but has no way of sharing the information
without breaking classification laws.  He is not even allowed to tell the congressional intelligence committee
– members or their staff – because they lack high enough clearance.”65  Tice went on to explain that he
couldn’t even brief the inspector general of the NSA because that office is not cleared to hear the
information.

Tice was scheduled to give secret testimony before the Senate Armed Services Committee on 17 May 2006
regarding the “special access programs” he worked on for the NSA.  So far there have been no reports on
that testimony.

Attorney General Gonzales also implied there was more to NSA’s activities when he suggested the president
has the legal authority to authorize spying on Americans exclusively in the US without a warrant.  He told
the House Judiciary Committee on 6 April 2006 that “I’m not going to rule it out.”66  He said “the
administration, assuming the conversation related to al Qaida, would have to determine if the surveillance
were crucial to the nation’s fight against terrorism.”67  Then Gonzales added the clincher when he admitted
there was interior disagreement within administration on the monitoring program.  But he disagreed with
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published reports on that issue because the disagreement “did not relate to the program the president
disclosed.  They related to something else and I can’t get into that.”68  What the president disclosed was the
Terrorist Surveillance Program in which one end of the communication being monitored must be outside the
Unite States.  What Gonzales could not get into is, in his own words, something else.

Representative F. James Sensenbrenner, republican chairman of the House Judiciary Committee and one
of Bush’s staunchest allies, accused the administration of “stonewalling.”  He said: “Mr. Attorney General,
how can we discharge our oversight responsibilities if every time we ask a pointed question, we’re told the
answer is classified?  Congress has an inherent constitutional responsibility to do oversight.  We are
attempting to discharge those responsibilities.”69

Then more evidence surfaced in December 2005 which indicates the NSA is spying on purely domestic
communications.  “AT&T provided National Security Agency eavesdroppers with full access to its
customer’s phone calls, and shunted its customers’ internet traffic to data-mining equipment installed in a
secret room at its San Francisco switching center, according to a former AT&T worker...”70  Mark Klein,
a 22-year veteran with AT&T, wrote this in an affidavit to support a lawsuit against the company.  Klein
says a NSA agent talked with management at the switching center in 2002 and construction started on a
secret room in 2003.  NSA hired its own people to work in the secret room but Klein was assigned to
connect internet fiber optic circuits to a splitting cabinet with the split-off portion of the circuits going to that
room.

The lawsuit was filed in January 2006 against AT&T by the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF), a San
Francisco-based public interest group for digital rights.  EFF “accuses the phone company of helping the
National Security Agency scoop up and ‘data mine’ the records of millions of domestic and international
telephone and internet communications without search warrants.”71  Klein wrote in his affidavit filed in the
case: “I learned that fiber optic cables from the secret room were tapping into the WorldNet [AT&T’s
internet service] circuits by splitting off a portion of the light signal.”  It was  not exclusively WorldNet traffic
being diverted, but also that going to and coming from other domestic and international internet providers.
Klein’s affidavit also said the secret room contained Narus STA 6400 data-mining equipment “known to
be used particularly by government intelligence agencies because of its ability to sift through large amounts
of data looking for programmed targets.”  He said that in conversations with other employees he learned
that these secret rooms were also being built in other cities including Seattle, San Jose, Los Angeles, and
San Diego.  Klein also wrote in his affidavit: “Despite what we are hearing, and considering the public track
record of this administration, I simply do not believe their claims that the NSA’s spying program is really
limited to foreign communications ...  And unlike the controversy over targeted wiretaps of individuals’
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phone calls, this potential spying appears to be applied wholesale to all sorts of internet communications and
countless citizens.”72

Two more lawsuits were filed against the federal government regarding NSA spying on US citizens.  One
was filed in federal court by the American Civil Liberties Union in Michigan.  The other, also in federal court,
was filed by the Center for constitutional Rights in New York.  Class-action lawyers immediately started
planning more ;litigation in other areas.

The Plot Thickens – More Companies Involved.

On 11 May another bombshell surfaced in the media.  USA Today revealed that not only AT&T Inc. but
also Verizon Communications Inc. and BellSouth Corp. have been allowing NSA to gather phone call
records from tens of millions of their customers.  Dana Perino, deputy White House press secretary, would
not discuss the article but issued a disclaimer of sorts: “There is no domestic surveillance without court
approval.”73  That statement was a distraction which referred to eavesdropping and wiretapping to monitor
conversations.

NSA doesn’t listen to conversations but they collect phone numbers and e-mail addresses of both the caller
and the one called, and how the call was routed. as well as time and day – what law enforcement officials
call pen registers and trace and trap devices.  Telephone companies routinely collect this information for
business and billing reasons.  AT&T manages two large databases of this type with a system called
Daytona.  One of the databases, called Hawkeye, contains nearly every domestic phone call made over
the last five years.  The other, called Aurora, does the same for e-mail.

Although the government insists that FISA court approval is not required when only phone numbers and
routing are collected, others disagree.  The information collected would, when matched with other data
bases, easily reveal identity, Social Security numbers, street addresses, and much more personal information
about the callers.  Furthermore, under “Section 222 of the Communications Act, first passed in 1934,
telephone companies are prohibited from giving out information regarding their customers’ calling habits:
whom a person calls, how often, and what routes those calls take to reach their destination.  Inbound calls,
as well as wireless calls, are covered.”74  Section 2702 of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act of
1986 did essentially the same for cell phones and the internet – providers of “electronic communications ...
shall not knowingly divulge a record or other information pertaining to a subscriber or customer ... to any
government entity,”75 As always, there are very restrictive exceptions.
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The USA Today report gave further credence to the EFF lawsuit against AT&T, the largest American
telecommunications company.76  But now Verizon and Bell South have been brought into the picture – the
2nd and 3rd largest companies respectively.  Number four in America’s telecommunications hierarchy, Quest,
says it was approached by NSA officials but turned them down.

Nobody – the government, AT&T, Verizon, Bell South, or Quest – deny that the NSA has access to
telecommunications data.  AT&T stated: “We do not comment on matters of national security, except to say
that we only assist law enforcement and government agencies charged with protecting national security in
strict accordance with the law.”  Verizon said: “We do not comment on national security matters, we act
in full compliance with the law and we are committed to safeguarding our customers’ privacy.”  While
America’s number three proclaimed: “Bell South does not provide any confidential customer information
to the NSA or any government agency without proper legal authority.”  Even Quest, which had turned the
NSA down, would not comment: “We can’t talk about this.  It’s a classified situation.”77

Brian Ross, chief investigative correspondent for ABC News comments: “I don’t know how it is they feel
that they have some sort of classified information about national security.  But it well might be that there’s
some sort of sweeping national security letter that is involved here.”  Ross continued that when he asked the
phone companies if they handed over his company’s – ABC News’ – phone records to the government,
their response is “We cannot comment on any national security matter.”78

An accompanying editorial in USA Today identified three statutory and constitutional violations: “The 1978
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act requires a court order to gather a person’s current phone records.  A
1934 [telecommunications] law requires phone companies to protect customers’ privacy.  And the Fourth
Amendment forbids ‘unreasonable searches and seizures’.”  The editorial concluded: “A 2006 version of
the Church Committee is needed to investigate the anti-terror programs created in the scary aftermath of
9/11.”79, 80  Section 2709 of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986 law once gave the FBI
director authority to demand phone billing records, but that was ruled unconstitutional in under First, and
possible the Fourth, Amendment in the case of ACLU v. Ashcroft (2004).   

Although the White House would neither confirm nor deny the USA Today report, it did feel compelled to
make an immediate response.  On that same evening Bush faced television cameras to say “the government
does not listen to domestic phone calls without court approval,” and that the US is “not mining or trolling
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through the personal lives of millions of innocent Americans.”  Watch the wording!  What the president says
is true.  The government isn’t listening to communications, it is merely monitoring them to analyze calling
patterns.  The government is not doing the data mining and trolling – that has and is being done by private
companies who make their data available to the government.81  Senator Wayne Allen said the White House
assured him that “telephone customers’ names, addresses, and other personal information has not been
handed over to the NSA as part of this program.”  That, also is true but, as mentioned above, that
information can easily be acquired from phone numbers and e-mail addresses.  Even a Google search can
do that.82  So the White House assurance of our privacy is a hollow gesture.83 

A few days after the USA Today article, the disclaimers started coming in.  On May 15th BellSouth denied
turning over bulk calling records to the NSA.  This sounds like a parsing of words.  If the NSA is monitoring
phone calls by means of a splitter, there is no need for BellSouth to “turn over” records to the agency.
BellSouth didn’t rule out a possibility that its data may have somehow found its way to the NSA.

A day later Verizon denied that it had been approached by the NSA or entered into any arrangement with
the NSA to provide customer data.  Here again the wording is tricky.  In Verizon’s detailed rebuttal to the
USA Today’s claim, it “said that until four months ago, the company consisted of five businesses and that
‘none of these companies provided customer records or call data’.”84  The wording here is also tricky.
Since “four months ago,” Verizon has finished acquisition of MCI Inc.  MCI hasn’t been mentioned in the
controversy although Verizon didn’t deny that MCI may have allowed the NSA to gather call records.
Verizon’s statement said that it “cannot and will not comment” on whether it has a relationship to a “highly
classified” NSA program.85

AT&T gave a carefully worded statement that it “does not allow wiretapping without a court order nor has
it otherwise given customer information to law enforcement authorities or government agencies without legal
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authorization.”86  Wiretapping, of course, is universally interpreted as listening in on phone conversations.
Interpretations of what is legally authorized can also become skewed.  here is an example:

On 23 May 2006 Attorney General Gonzales said the alleged call monitoring by the NSA is only gathering
business records.  And, Gonzales continued, in 1979 the Supreme Court ruled in Smith v. Maryland that
“those kinds of records do not enjoy Fourth Amendment protection.  There is no reasonable expectation
of privacy in those kinds of records.”87  So, according to Gonzales’ interpretation the NSA spying is legal.
However, Jack J. King of the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, points out that the
Electronics Communication Privacy Act of 1986 was passed in reaction to the Smith v. Maryland decision.
King says Gonzales is correct in saying “the administration isn’t violating the Fourth Amendment” but “he’s
failing to acknowledge that it is breaking” the 1986 law, which requires a court order “with very few
exceptions.”88

On May 17th in order to clear the atmosphere for General Hayden’s confirmation hearings as director of
the CIA, the White House relented and provided a briefing on the NSA program for members of the House
and Senate Intelligence Committees.  The briefing was classified, however, and the legislators cannot
comment on it publicly.

Domestic spying continues to draw the flak.  The highest ranking former NSA official to speak out against
the snooping program is retired Admiral Bobby Ray Inman.  He was director of the NSA from 1977 to
1981.  Inman told Democracy Now: “My own view, this activity was not authorized by a [Congressional]
resolution to use whatever force you need to do.  There clearly was a line in the FISA statutes which says
you couldn’t do this.”89

Anticipating the use of state secrecy privilege to stop federal lawsuits, civil rights groups embarked on
another strategy.  The ACLU filed complaints in over 20 states demanding that utilities commissions and
state attorneys general investigate the telecommunications companies involved with NSA spying.90  The
organization also launched a nationwide campaign for citizens to make their local utility commissions aware
of their privacy concerns.  This approach also met roadblocks, as is discussed below.
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State Secrets and Catch-22 .

Attempts have been made to address NSA spying through every branch of the government and at the state
level.  Serious obstacles were encountered in all attempts.

First the JUDICIAL BRANCH.  There have been at least three lawsuits started with dozens more pending.
Although the government is not involved in the AT&T lawsuit, the Justice Department filed a motion for
dismissal on May 12th, invoking a “state secrets privilege”91 because information expected to be presented
in the case involve “matters so secret they can’t be discussed without revealing how the United States is
tracking down terrorist enemies.”  The motion claimed the lawsuit would cause “exceptionally grave harm”
to national security if it is allowed to proceed, and asked for a June 21st hearing on the matter.92  It is also
interesting to note that the government does not deny the allegations on how communications have been
monitored.

Parts of the government’s motion in the AT&T case are secret, which prompted William Weaver, a law
professor and senior advisor to the National Security Whistleblowers Coalition, to say: “The privilege is
being used to hide criminal activity – embarrassing activity – and protect the president from adverse publicity
and close off the investigation.”93  EFF attorney Lee Tien also said: “Everything that might actually give
somebody an opportunity to respond to what they’re saying is hidden in the secret parts.”  Another EFF
lawyer, Kevin Bankston adds that the government is “basically saying that no one could ever go to court to
stop illegal surveillance so long as they claim it’s for national security.  It leaves them completely
unaccountable and leaves the communications companies that are colluding with them unaccountable.”94

Later the government turned to the state secrets legal tactic in an attempt to swiftly torpedo the lawsuits filed
in Michigan and New York.  In the New York case John Negroponte, Director of National Intelligence,
said that allowing the case to proceed would “cause exceptionally grave damage to the national security of
the United States,” because it “would enable adversaries of the United States to avoid detection.”95
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Next the ADMINISTRATIVE BRANCH.  Killing court cases is not the end of the “Catch-22" situations
which abound in the Bush administration’s culture of secrecy.  Shortly after the NSA spying program
became public knowledge, the Justice Department started going through the motions of an investigation into
its legality.  It seemed unlikely that one branch of the administration would find fault with another branch but
it was, nevertheless, a public show intended to display integrity.  But it didn’t last long.  On 10 May 2006
the Justice Department’s Office of Professional Responsibility (OPR) advised congress that the investigation
could not continue because the NSA “refused to grant Justice Department lawyers the necessary security
clearance to probe the matter.”96  OPR counsel H. Marshall Jarrett wrote: “We have been unable to make
any meaningful progress in our investigation because OPR has been denied security clearances for access
to information about the NSA program.  Without these clearances, we cannot investigate this matter and
therefore have to close the investigation.”97  Congressman Maurice Hinchey, one of several representatives
highly critical of the spying activities, promised to press the NSA to find out who denied the clearances.  He
added: “This administration thinks they can just violate any law they want, and they’ve created a culture of
fear to try to get away with that.  It’s up to us to stand up to them.”98

And then there’s the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) which oversees and regulates US
telecommunications.  Although it is technically independent and nonpartisan, FCC’s five members are
appointed by the president with up to three from his own party.  Representative Edward Markey asked the
FCC to investigate newspaper reports about ATT, Verizon, and BellSouth giving the NSA access to call
records.  FCC Chairman Kevin Martin, a republican, said that such a probe would require access to “highly
sensitive classified information” and the “commission has no power to order the production of classified
information.”  Martin’s May 22nd letter replying to Markey stated: “The classified nature of the NSA’s
activities makes us unable to investigate the alleged violations.”99

Congressman Markey commented: “We can’t have a situation where the FCC, charged with enforcing the
law, won’t even begin an investigation of apparent violations of the law because it predicts the administration
will roadblock any investigation citing national security.”100  But we do have that situation.  The roadblock
has already been erected.  “On may 5, President George W. Bush delegated to the [Director of National
Intelligence] the authority to waive liability for national security matters if they are done in cooperation with
the head of an agency or department, according to a notice in the Federal Register.”101
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Finally the LEGISLATIVE BRANCH.  Even Congress has been de-clawed.  I have already explained how
officials have stonewalled Congress when they were called to testify.  After the USA Today article was
published, Senator Arlen Specter, chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, said he would call the phone
companies involved to testify about the NSA spying scandal.  On June 6th “he agreed to defer his earlier
plans to subpoena telephone executives after Vice President Dick Cheney said they would be precluded
on national security grounds from answering questions about reported disclosure of phone records.”102

Specter has become more and more critical of the Bush administration since the president admitted in
December 2005 that he had issued an order for NSA spying on Americans.  Now Cheney had gone behind
Specter’s back to lobby members of the judiciary committee and blocked telephone companies from
testifying.  In a three-page letter dated June 7th, Specter wrote to Cheney: “I was surprised, to say the least,
that you sought to influence, really determine, the action of the committee without calling me first.”103

Specter has been criticized for backing down, but he apparently had no choice.  And if he hadn’t it would
have been the same story – state secrets and national security.

Let’s now look at the STATE LEVEL.  In Maine, a group of citizens and the ACLU on May 8th filed a
complaint with the state’s Public Utilities Commission (PUC) to investigate if Verizon was passing
information to the NSA.  Verizon would not cooperate, saying the PUC lacks authority to investigate
involvement with the NSA because that information is protected by the state secrets privilege.  Shenna
Bellows, executive director of the Maine ACLU said: “We were surprised to see Verizon make the state
secrets argument because only the government, not private entities, can assert that privilege.  Use of the state
secrets argument indicates that Verizon lawyers may have worked closely with federal government lawyers
in drafting a response to the commission.”104

Then there is the New Jersey case which took a different twist.  New Jersey Attorney General Zulima
Farber and other officials sent subpoenas to five telecommunications carriers on May 17th, requesting any
documents that would indicate turning information over to the NSA.  Her spokesman said the subpoena’s
were issued because Farber suspected that state consumer protection laws may have been violated.  At that
point the federal government stepped in warning that New Jersey was treading on federal turf.  Assistant
US Attorney General Peter Keisler warned telecommunications companies that if they turned over material
required by the subpoena they “would violate federal laws and executive orders.”105  Then the federal
government sued the New Jersey attorney general and other state in US District Court “to stop them from
seeking information about telephone companies’ cooperation with the National Security Agency.”106

Complaints which the ACLU has filed in twenty other states (so far) seem destined to meet the same fate.
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It all adds up to this – American citizens and concerned officials are trying to obtain evidence to determine
if the Bush administration is violating the law.  But they can’t get that evidence unless the administration gives
it to us.  The administration won’t provide the evidence, so ... Case Dismissed!  Catch-22!

Democracy in Decline While Fixating On That Elusive Phantom.

Early repercussions from domestic spying surface on May 15th (2006) “ABC News reported the
government is tracking the phone numbers dialed from major news organizations in an effort to root out
confidential government sources that speak to reporters.”107  The chief investigative reporter for ABC News,
Brian Ross, said “I know there will be [fewer] people willing to talk, at least on the phone.  It may be a case
where a lot more shoe leather will be required.  And, if so, that’s what we’ll do.”108

Locating government whistleblowers through monitoring media phone calls may well have a discouraging
effect on potential whistleblowers.  The May 30th (2006) Supreme Court ruling in Garcetti v. Ceballos was
a victory for the Bush administration.  The “justices said the 20 million public employees do not have free-
speech protection for what they say as part of their jobs. ... The ruling was perhaps the clearest sign yet of
the Supreme Court’s shift with the departure of moderate Justice Sandra Day O’Connor and the arrival of
[Samuel A.] Alioto [Jr.],” Bush’s most recent nominee to the court.109  The majority opinion stated: “When
a citizen enters government service, the citizen by necessity must accept certain limitations on his or her
freedom.”110  It went on:”We reject however, the notion that the First Amendment shields from discipline
the expressions employees make pursuant to their professional duties.”111  This decision isn’t restricted to
federal employees.  It applies to government employees at all public institutions including state agencies and
public schools, colleges, and hospitals.

Critics of this decision point to the need for insiders to speak up regarding the public well being.  In his
dissenting opinion Justice David H. Souter said: “I would hold that private and public interest in addressing
official wrongdoing and threats to health and safety can outweigh the government’s stake in the efficient
implementation of policy.”112  Steven Shapiro, legal director for ACLU, added: “In an era of excessive
government secrecy, the court has made it easier to engage in a government coverup by discouraging internal
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whistleblowing.”113  Stephen Kohn, chairman of the National Whistleblower Center put it more bluntly: “The
ruling is a victory for every crooked politician in the United States.”114

It is true that the Supreme Court’s decision speaks only to an employee acting in his or her official capacity.
There is still the possibility of a First Amendment shield if the employee acts outside the work environment
as a private citizen.  As Los Angeles ACLU lawyer Peter Eliasberg puts it: “It basically says, if you go to
the LA Times you might get some protection.  But if you report it in the office and up the chain of command,
you don’t have any protection ...”115  Still it’s pretty dicey, particularly when the media’s phones are being
bugged.  Many potential whistleblowers won’t want to risk their job.  And with the secrecy that abounds
today, if they even touch on a classified subject they will be liable for criminal prosecution.  It is a sad day
for democracy.

That is the situation in a nutshell.  Congressional hearings so far have not adequately investigated the legality
of this spying program.  Neither have they produced legislation to protect whistleblowers.  Oversight
programs being discussed between White House officials and some Senate republicans do nothing more than
legitimize NSA’s existing warrantless activity while not even penetrating to the depths of what that spying
amounts to.  Congress does have recourse in situations when the administration won’t provide answers.
Instead, the legislative branch seems merely going through meaningless motions while tacitly affirming the
White House’s contention “that Bush has the constitutional authority to order the eavesdropping as
commander-in-chief, as well as congressional authority for use of military force...”116  All of this spying and
secrecy is being held up to the American public as protecting them – to maintain national security.  We are
again being asked to behold the phantom –  preservation of our “democracy.”

DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

And; if we build a surveillance system that can track foreigners so
efficiently, how long would it take for the same technology to be used to
track America citizens?

   – Dan Gillmor117

Shortly after the 9/11 attack, the Office of Homeland Security was set up with Tom Ridge, former governor
of Pennsylvania, as director.  Around the first of May 2002 the National Homeland Security Act of 2002
was introduced into Congress to establish a cabinet-level Department of Homeland Security (DHS).
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Congress passed the bill on 19 November 2002 and sent it to the President.  There was serious debate in
the senate over some last minute provisions attached to the legislation which were dubbed corporate special
interest provisions.  It finally passed but the final legislation “gives Bush a chance to change workplace rules
and pay scales under the new measure without having to abide by government civil service procedures.
Workers could seek federal mediation but the administration could ignore the mediator’s recommendations.
...  Among them were expanded liability exemptions for the makers of vaccines, eased restrictions on
homeland security contracts with companies that avoid taxes by incorporating overseas, and selection criteria
that appeared to give Texas A&M University an advantage for homeland security research grants.”118  In
addition, the new department can “exempt its employees from whistleblower protection, the very law that
helped expose intelligence-gathering missteps before September 11.”119  The DHS secretary can waive all
employee protections under the Whistleblower protection Act which protects employees from retaliation
or getting fired if they expose fraud, abuse, or waste.

President Bush signed the National Homeland Security Act of 2002 into law on 25 November 2002.  The
new DHS was officially opened on 24 January 2003 with Tom Ridge as the first Secretary of Homeland
security.120  Twenty-two existing agencies and 170,000 personnel were transferred to this new department,
including the: Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Secret Service, Coast Guard, Customs
Service, Immigration and Naturalization Service, Border Patrol, Transportation and Safety Administration,
and FBI’s National Infrastructure Protection Center.  The transition was completed by 30 September 2003
(the end of the fiscal year).

The Homeland security legislation also moved the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms from the
Treasury Department to the Justice Department (alongside the FBI). 

The DHS was set up to analyze intelligence information on terror threats collected by the CIA, FBI, National
Security Agency (NSA), and others; match this intelligence against the nation’s vulnerabilities; and focus its
efforts on detecting terrorism and determining the type whether it be cyber-terrorism, nuclear, chemical,
biological, or whatever.  DHS is also charged with helping state and local governments work in concert with
the federal government; assuming responsibility for border, coastline, and travel security; protecting the
nation’s infrastructure; and coordinating the national response to any future emergencies.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to delve into all the workings of the DHS.  The purpose here is to focus
on the aspects that threaten freedom, civil rights, and privacy in a democracy.
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ADVISE.

It is encouraging to know that programs like TIPS, TIA, MATRIX, Patriot Act II, and VICTORY have
fallen through the cracks because of public outcry over violating our Constitutional rights.  It is good that they
did and it is an example of how democracy should work.  Nevertheless, we cannot become overconfident.
The neoconservatives are tenacious and will keep up the pressure.  That was exemplified when a key part
of Patriot Act II – the part that expanded the use of National Security Letters to obtain records, without a
court order – slipped through to become law as an obscure attachment to the massive “Intelligence
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2004.”  Neither is that the end.  Under the DHS is a program called
“Analysis, Dissemination, Visualization, Insight, and Semantic Enhancement.”  That mouthful is more
generally known by its benign acronym “ADVISE.”

ADVISE is the core of “a massive computer system that can collect huge amounts of data and, by linking
far-flung information from blogs and e-mail to government records and intelligence reports, search for
patterns of terrorist activity.”  After cross-referencing this personal data to federal intelligence and law
enforcement records, the system would store the results as “entities,” which are “linked data about people,
places, things, organizations, and events ...”121   Some parts of the system are operational and others under
development.  The Science & Technology arm of DHS describes ADVISE as “a knowledge management
architecture ... to integrate the various information analysis and synthesis, visualization, and knowledge
discovery component capabilities.”122  Translated, that means databases obtained from data mining
information are a  major focus. 

A workshop report summarizing a 2004 DHS conference in Alexandria, Virginia points out that “all federal,
state, local, and private-sector security entities will be able to share and collaborate in real time with
distributed data warehouses that will provide full support for analysis and action”123 with the ADVISE
system.  Some are concerned.  Martha Hofmann of the Electronic Privacy Information Center notes: “We
just don’t know enough about this technology, how it works, or what it is used for.  It matters to a lot of
people that these programs and software exist.  We don’t really know to what extent the government is
mining personal data.”124  It is reported that even the congresspersons who are supposed to oversee the
system, and who favor data mining, don’t understand how it works or what it can or will do.

Mr. Tien of the Electronic Frontier Foundation said that ADVISE “looks very much like TIA.  There’s the
same emphasis on broad collection and pattern analysis.”  DHS officials assure these skeptics that privacy
protection will be built in but Latanya Sweeney, founder of the Data Privacy Laboratory at Carnegie Mellon
University has doubts.  After attending the 2004 DHS conference she said: “At this point, ADVISE has no
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funding for privacy technology.”  She adds that there is no proposal for even state-of-the-art privacy
technology.125

Whatever the concerns, ADVISE is moving steadily to an operational system.  According to DHS’s Science
& Technology Fiscal Year 2006 Plan: “A National Homeland Security Suport System will be created using
the ADVISE architecture and providing quantitative risk analysis and decision support capabilities.”126

CAPPS II, Secure Flight, and US-VISIT.

Airport security following 9/11 sparked interest in “face recognition” to scan passing crowds for known
terrorist suspects.  The National Security Entry-Exit Registration System was inaugurated which was very
discriminatory.  It required all males 18-45 years of age from 25 prescribed Muslim countries to register with
the US government – those seeking admission to the US and those already here.  Some 177,000 men did
so and thousands were deported or detained.  This program was heavily criticized by Congress and the
media.

Legislation introduced in the Senate during November 2001 required foreign nationals to use embedded
chips in their visas, containing such biometric data as fingerprints, retinal scan, and other unique identifiers.
That legislation also mandated a “lookout database” to watch for terrorist suspects and other threatening
visitors to the US.  

The Department of Homeland security followed up on these measures to control borders and ports of entry.
In February 2003, shortly after it was created, the DHS announced that it would replace its older
Computer-Assisted Passenger Prescreening System (CAPPS) with a newer model designated CAPPS II.
In July of the following year (2004), however, CAPPS II was cancelled because of privacy concerns over
the database.  DHS’s Transportation Security Administration then announced the following month (August
2004) that it would develop a similar system called “Secure Flight.”  However, in July 2005 government
auditors declared that Secure Flight also violated privacy laws because it held 43,000 people in its database
who were not terrorist suspects.

Overlapping much of this activity was a program called United States Visitor and Immigrant Status Indicator
Technology (US-VISIT), which is the system in place today.  It commenced use on 5 January 2004 at 115
airports and 15 major seaports.  The first use at 50 of the highest volume land ports started on 29 December
2004.  By 31 December 2005 all US ports of entry were brought into the system.

US-VISIT is not as discriminatory as the National Security Entry-Exit Registration System which was put
to use shortly after 9/11.  All foreigners must be digitally photographed and fingerprint-scanned when they
enter the US, not just people from certain countries, Muslims, or males in a certain age bracket.  Even at
that the program still poses civil rights violation risks.
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There are 27 countries who participate in a Visa Waiver Program with the US.  They are able to enter the
US without a visa and are not subject to US-VISIT requirements.  However, since 26 June 2005 people
from those countries must have a machine-readable passport, but not necessarily with an implanted biometric
chip with all the information plus digital photo and fingerprint scan.

DHS claims the US-VISIT program has caught 372 people wanted for crimes or immigration violations.
But there is neither evidence nor a claim that it has caught even one wanted terrorist.  It would not have
stopped Richard Reid – known as the “shoe bomber” – because he is a citizen of a country, Britain, which
participates in the Visa Waiver Program.

Regarding US passports, the State Department in December 2005 started issuing new electronic passports
(e-passports) which include a remotely-readable biometric chip containing everything in the passport plus
a digital photograph.  Port of entry officials can read the contents of the passport with a radio-frequency
scanner from a distance and compare the date with a database to verify identification. This roused an outcry
from privacy advocates because anyone with a radio-frequency scanner could read what is inside the
passport.  Consequently, the covers and spine of the passports are now coated with a material that blocks
the radio-frequency waves unless the passport is open.  Nevertheless, there are still security fears that
someone can “eavesdrop” while the data is being scanned by an official reader.  Of course the data is
encrypted but the Dutch laboratory Riscure successfully broke the code used to encrypt Dutch passports.
Encryption has never proved reliable in protecting sensitive data.

Passports aren’t the only place where this radio frequency identification (RFID) technology is used.  Some
states are beginning to embed radio chips with a small antenna in drivers’ licenses.  A Sutter County,
California school even tried to use RFID chips in school identification cards but dropped the idea following
protests by parents and privacy groups.  The RFID antenna is activated when passed near a scanner and
transmits information about the user and the user’s account.  Credit card companies are starting to use RFID
chips in their credit and debit cards, which are identified by a name after the company name.127  Critics
worry that someone else at a gas station might be able to fill up using another’s credit card, although the
companies say the card would have to be within two inches of the scanner to register.  But privacy experts
fear that identity thieves could use a high-powered scanner in crowded places like elevators to steal personal
information.  I understand that people can request the old type chipless credit cards if they wish.  There are
also RFID protection devises available such as metal-lined wallets.  Nevertheless, these illustrations show
how the essence of a national identity card can sneak in.

Joint Regional Information Exchange System.

In May 2002, the Defense Intelligence Agency enlisted the California Justice Department and the New York
City Police Department in a pilot program that eventually became known as the Joint Regional Information
Exchange System (JRIES).  This experiment was geared toward sharing “sensitive but unclassified”
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information about national security threats.128  Although this system started out as a simple web portal
through which the agencies could share intelligence, it now “allows multiple jurisdictions, disciplines, and
emergency operation centers to receive and share the same intelligence information and tactical information
– so that all users can have the same overall situation awareness.”129

When the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) came into being, JRIES came under its jurisdiction.
On 24 February 2004, DHS announced they were expanding this computer-based network to all 50 states,
5 US territories, Washington DC, and 50 major cities to strengthen the two-way flow of threat information.
Although this will be for the most part exchanging information at the “sensitive but unclassified” level, a
platform was provided to share SECRET intelligence with state offices.  Future plans are to extend the
SECRET service to the county level and to have more involvement in the private sector.

The DHS media release states: “As a foundation of the Homeland Security Information Network initiative,
the broadened JRIES community of users will include the State Homeland Security Advisers, State Adjutant
Generals (National Guard), State Emergency Operations Centers, local emergency service providers
including firefighters, law enforcement, and others.”130

The network is broken up into workspaces.  Largest of these is the National Situation Awareness
workspace.  There are other permanent workspaces such as for Los Angeles International Airport and the
Las Vegas Strip.  Temporary workspaces come and go as necessary, such as for Tournament of Roses
Parade in Pasadena, California.  Ed Manivian, a chief in the California Justice Department, explains a little
on how the network operates: “In Las Vegas, if they stopped a suspicious person on the strip, law
enforcement could put that into the space, so everyone in the country would know about it.  And if they
threw a name out there, everyone could assist by checking their databases.”131

Another example given, in California, is the Tournament of Roses workspace.  Pertinent maps and aerial
photos are loaded so Homeland Security teams across the nation would understand the parade route.
Understanding JRIES makes it evident that databases abound which hold information on millions of citizens.
Again in California and on a different note: Edward Manavian, chief of criminal intelligence for the state’s
Department of Justice and chairman of the state’s JRIES executive board, was demoted from that position
in February 2006 because he wouldn’t cooperate with state and federal Homeland Security representatives.
He pulled out of talks with the Department of Homeland Security because he thought its means of sharing
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intelligence violated privacy laws.  In his April complaint to the state Personnel Board, Manavian accused
California Attorney General Bill Lockyer and other state officials of retaliation.  Among the examples cited
in his complaint were: 1) an idea considered “to combat Muslim radicalization in state prisons by compiling
a list of inmates who attend Muslim services and bugging the offices of Imams who work in prisons,” and
2) his decision “to pull out of an FBI operation to infiltrate the Earth Liberation Front and Animal Liberation
front, two underground environmental groups, by planting a state Justice agent in their meetings on a
university campus.”132  Neither the California state officials nor the FBI will comment further than questioning
Manavian’s allegations.  The FBI has previously infiltrated the Earth Liberation Front.

It is also obvious that intelligence gathering and law enforcement are inextricably tied together in this network
of databases.  The real tie is that JRIES is integrally linked with the FBI’s Regional Information Sharing
System (RSS) – a 25-year-old network that supports the investigative and prosecution efforts of law
enforcement and criminal justice agencies across the United States.  The tie between law enforcement and
intelligence – both domestic and foreign – is now complete.  Furthermore, as will be described later in this
paper, The military can also access the JRIES database network to obtain intelligence on domestic
surveillance.

JRIES is nothing more than MATRIX all over again except, having “learned from MATRIX’s mistakes,
users are employing what tech specialists call ‘distributed computing.’  Instead of creating a single, vast
database, they rapidly access information from sites in different states, often with a single query.  The effect
is essentially the same.  ‘If people knew what we were looking at, they’d throw a fit,’ says a database trainer
at one prominent police department.”133

A National Police Force.

When Congress renewed the sixteen sections of the Patriot Act that were due to expire on 31 December
2005, it added a few new provisions.  One of importance was a new Section 605 entitled “Powers,
Authorities, and Duties of United States Secret Service Uniformed Division.”  This Uniformed Division of
the US Secret Service, is under the DHS.   The language reads:134 

Subject to the supervision of the Secretary of Homeland Security, the United States Secret
Service Uniformed Division shall perform such duties as the Director, United States Secret
Service, may prescribe in connection with the protection of the following:

The legislation then itemizes what shall be protected which are mainly events attended by presidents and past
presidents and their families as well as presidential candidates, other high government officials, and foreign
diplomats and dignitaries.  However, there is one sentence in this list that encompasses a lot.  The 11th item
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reads: “An event designated under Section 3056(e) of Title 18 as a special event of national
significance.”135  (Italics added.)  The part of that section of Title 18 which is supposed to designate and
define what a special event of national significance is, reads:136

(1) When directed by the President, the United States Secret Service is authorized to
partic ipate, under the direction of the Secretary of Homeland Security, in planning,
coordinating, and implementation of security at special events of national significance, as
determined by the President. (Italics added.)

There is no definition here for a special event of national significance except that it can be anything the
president desires.  The President has the legal prerogative to name anything from a high school soccer game
to the inauguration ball a special event of national significance.  Then he can, at his discretion, send the
national police force in to keep people in order, refuse admittance to those they choose. and make arrests.
The national police are literally at the beck and call of the President for any task he chooses for them to do.
As Craig Roberts, senior research fellow at Stanford’s Hoover Institution,  states: “Like every law in the
United States, this law will be extensively interpreted and abused.  It has dire implications for free association
and First Amendment rights.  We can take it for granted that the new federal police will be used to suppress
dissent and break up opposition.”137

At the time of this writing the new national police force is too new to present any illustrations on how they
conduct themselves.  This is an area that is worth watching however.  Abuses of authority can easily take
place, and usually do, when there is no restriction on power.

NATIONAL ID CARDS

One of my fears is that this new uniform driver’s license
will bring a new level of “show me your papers” checks by
the government.  Already you can’t fly without an ID, even
though no one has ever explained how that ID check makes
airplane terrorism any harder.

   – Bruce Schneier138

The notion of a national ID card has surfaced many times over the past few decades but has always been
dismissed due to police-state implications and privacy concerns.  But in the mass paranoia following 9/11,
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the idea reappeared.  Although the Bush administration seems to oppose a national ID card, the concept
is gaining momentum in some specialized areas.

The Defense Department has for some time had a plastic ID card with embedded computer chip called the
Common Access Card.  Visible on the card are two photographs, two bar codes, a magnetic stripe, and
a gold computer chip.  It has been described as looking like a driver’s license on steroids.  By the end of
2001 this smart card had been issued to 120,000 military and civilian personnel as well as some pentagon
contractors.  At that time it was expected to issue another 4 million over the next two years.  When one
of these people slips the card into a computer, it “will electronically scramble, or encrypt, his e-mail ...  The
same card will automatically give him access to secure rooms around the world.  At a military hospital, its
chip will one day summon his medical records.  Used as a debit card it may even buy him a sandwich at
a base cafeteria.  And more than ever, the cards will enable Defense Department officials to look into their
databases and know the doorways he passes through, the computer he accesses, the doctor he sees, ...”139

Corporations seeking contracts for national ID cards again started pushing the idea.  The American
Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA) devised a plan to include biometric information
on a nationally-standardized driver’s license.  Nevertheless, the Homeland Security Act of December 2002
not only cancelled TIPS, it also prohibited a national ID card.  It provided that authority to design and issue
such cards will remain with the states.

That legislation didn’t slow the move toward ID cards, or even a nationally-standardized ID card.  Effort
merely moved to the states and private sectors.  The AAMVA recommended a standardized driver’s
license with both visible and machine-readable biometric information which can be read in all 50 states and
Canada  The biometric identifiers embedded in the license would also be linked to driver databases in all
50 states and the US State Department to check for outstanding tickets, etc.  The Justice Department and
General Services Administration have worked with AAMVA on the project.  International Biometric
Group was awarded a contract in April 2003 to assist AAMVA’s Unique Identifier Task Group to
accurately identify one individual out of 200 million records.  More recently there has been a call for digital
photographs and digital fingerprints on the license.

The AAMVA got a boost when The Real ID Act was signed by the President on 11 May 2005, although
it won’t go into effect until three years later.  It is an unfunded mandate that requires conformity by all states
to uniform standards for state driver’s licenses effectively creating a national ID card in violation of
prohibitions in the National Homeland Security Act of 2002.  This new law requires “common machine-
readable technology” for at least four pieces of biometric identification.  This bill slipped through Congress
without debate as an attachment to a spending measure for Afghanistan and Iraq.  The specifications for
embedding the new remotely-readable biometric chips in US passports (discussed above) also apply to
drivers’ licenses.  It is unclear if this means drivers’ licenses will be remotely readable.

High tech ID cards loaded with biometric data and other information will up the ante for identity theft.
“Assume that this information will be collected by bars and other businesses, and that it will be resold to
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companies like ChoicePoint and Axiom [who are in the business of compiling databases].  It actually
doesn’t matter how well the states and federal government protect the data on drivers’ licenses, as there
will be parallel commercial databases with the same information.”140

Simon Davies, director of Privacy International in London warns that forgers and hackers will be harder
to identify if they get the information.  Databases containing financial, medical, and other personal
information have been targeted by hackers , sometimes successfully.  In addition, a lost or stolen card “will
paralyze your card and your identity for days or weeks,” he said.  “At this point you’ve created a huge
technological infrastructure of such massive proportions it trips over its own shoelaces.”141

NORTHERN COMMAND

Whoever, except in cases and under circumstances ex-
pressly authorized by the Constitution or Act of Congress,
willfully uses any part of the Army or Air Force as a posse
comitatus or otherwise to execute the laws shall be fined
under this title or imprisoned not more than two years, or
both.

   – 18 U.S.C. 1385   Posse Comitatus Act of 1878
       (revised 6 January 2003)

A month after the 9/11 attack the Pentagon reshuffled existing commands to improve homeland defense.142

The North American Aerospace Command (NORAD) and the US Space Command, both based in
Colorado and both under Air Force General Ralph E. Eberhart, had the responsibility for protecting US
skies as well as overseeing the military satellites and computer networks.  The Joint Forces Command
headquartered in Virginia guards the ocean approaches.  In January 2002 the Pentagon decided to
combine these three commands,143 and to provide support for Homeland Security’s terrorist defense, under
a new Northern Command (NORTHCOM) with a four-star general in charge.

Northern Command is a new regional command.144  It took over the previous Space Command/NORAD
headquarters at Peterson Air Force Base in Colorado Springs, and became operational on 1 October 2002
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(the beginning of fiscal year 2003).  General Eberhart was chosen as the commander.  He reports to the
newly-established secretary of defense for homeland defense.

NORTHCOM is charged with the defense of North America, including Canada and Mexico.  It’s
responsibilities include military aircraft guarding America’s airspace, Navy ships patrolling  coastal waters
out to 500 miles, command over federal troops based in the US, and even many National Guard Activities.
Besides responding to any major terrorist attack, Northern Command will coordinate any military response
to natural disasters.  Finally, it will oversee the new Joint Task Force Civil Support trained for response
to chemical, biological, or nuclear attacks.

All of this responsibility “means the NORTHCOM will have to provide unified support for civil authorities
as well as for the president and the secretary of defense ...  That in turn will require improving relations with
local law enforcement agencies to detect and deter terrorist acts and to train and work with emergency
responders.”145  NORTHCOM will also help the National Guard, located in 3,200 communities, to build
22-person response teams to support “civil authorities in minimizing the damage and recovering from
domestic chemical. biological, radiological, nuclear, or high-yield explosive mass casualty attack.”146  By
the end of 2007 there will be 55 of these teams – one for each state and territory.

All of this newborn active role of the military in civil activities on US territory bothered many citizens and
people in Congress.  Conflict with the ancient but revered Posse Comitatus Act was suspected.

Posse Comitatus Act of 1878.

Following the Civil War, Union troops were sent into the South during the reconstruction era to provide
law enforcement.  The resulting oppression by the Union Army caused Congress to end the occupation in
1878 with the Posse Comitatus Act.  The name literally means “power of the country” or “the force of the
country.”  The “posse” often assembled by frontier sheriffs to chase outlaws was a shortened form of the
phrase.  In short, the Act disallows using the military as a domestic police force on US soil “except in cases
and under circumstances expressly authorized by the Constitution or Act of Congress.”  It has since
evolved to symbolize the isolation of civilian affairs from military influence.

The wording of the Act has hardly changed since 1878.  The courts have interpreted the Act to distinguish
between actually enforcing the law – searches & seizures, making arrests, and other police-type activity
– and helping law enforcement officials by furnishing equipment, facilities, and training.  Only direct or active
participation is forbidden.  Only acting “as a posse comitatus or otherwise to execute the laws” is illegal.
While under the control of state governors the National Guard is excluded from the Act.  When the
National Guard was called up for airport security following 9/11, Bush let the governors do the calling up
so Posse Comitatus would not be violated.
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Congress, can legislate exceptions as it desires, and the President can issue a National Security Decision
Directive when necessary.  Some recent exceptions to the Posse Comitatus Act were:

• Authorizing federal soldiers to patrol the border for drugs in 1986.

• Sending US Army and Marine troops to assist the National Guard during Los Angeles
riots following acquittal of police officers accused of beating Rodney King in 1992.

• A 1997 law authorizes cooperation of the military with the Justice department if there has
been a chemical or biological attack.

• Another allows the President to call in the military if it is “essential for the preservation of
life and property.”

• Still another allows military cooperation with the Justice Department in obtaining
intelligence or in performing searches and seizures “if necessary for the immediate
protection of human life.”147

• Section 104 of the Patriot Act, provides that the military may be called in if there has been
an attack on the US with weapons of mass destruction.

“Taken together, all these measures give the President authority to use the military in most conceivable
emergency situations.”148  Retired Army Colonel Dennis Corrigan, who taught law at the Judge Advocate
General’s school advises caution because soldiers are more adept to facing an enemy on the battlefield than
for confronting civilians or protecting Constitutional rights.  Corrigan says there “should be a partnership
between the military and civilian sectors – the civilian doing the confrontation and the military providing
support.  I’m not sure, even with what’s going on today, that Congress wants the military arresting
people.”149  But how about spying on the American people?  That leads into another story.

The Errant National Guard Unit.

The first key objective for the June 2005 Strategy for Homeland Defense and Civil Support is to: “Achieve
maximum awareness of potential threats.”  It goes on to elaborate: “Together with the Intelligence
Community and civil authorities, DOD works to obtain and promptly exploit all actionable information
needed to protect the United States.  Timely and actionable intelligence, together with early warning, is the
most critical enabler to protecting the United States at a safe distance.”

That all sounds pretty efficient on paper.  But how will it affect democracy’s privacy and our
Constitutionally-protected rights against unreasonable searches and seizures?   There is one event that gives
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us a clue – what I call the errant California National Guard unit.  Maybe it was just a rogue unit, but, then
again, maybe it was influenced by the new Strategy for Homeland Defense and Civil Support.  At any rate
it gives us a “heads up.”  The San Jose Mercury News (San Jose, California) has been instrumental in
bringing this heretofore clandestine intelligence unit to public attention.

On 26 June 2005, the same month the new homeland defense strategy was released, the San Jose
Mercury News made public that a special Domestic Watch Unit had been quietly set up within the
California National Guard.  Known officially as the Information Synchronization, Knowledge Management,
and Intelligence Fusion program, it had “‘broad authority’ to monitor, analyze, and distribute information
on potential terrorist threats” which is “part of an expanding nationwide effort to better integrate military
intelligence into global anti-terrorism initiatives.”150  The 2-person unit was set up in 2004 by then Guard
commander Maj. Gen. Thomas Eres.151  According to the job description for the director of this new unit,
he was to have “broad authority” with the expectation that he would “exercise a high degree of judgment
and discretion.”152

Top National Guard officials played down public concerns.  “We do not do any type of surveillance or
human intelligence or mixing with crowds,” said Lt. Col. Stan Zezotarski, Guard spokesman.  “The National
Guard does not operate in that way.  We have always had a policy where we respect the rights of
citizens.”153

Colonel Robert J. O’Neill, director of the Domestic Watch unit and a veteran intelligence officer, told how
they can access sensitive national security information and potentially share it with local and state law
enforcement officials: “We are trying to integrate into their systems and bring them information that they
don’t have.”154  He said his unit doesn’t violate laws which forbid spying on Americans.

E-mails obtained by the San Jose Mercury News reveal a more sinister story about this “expanding
nationwide effort” established without approval from the governor or the state legislature.  I will borrow
heavily from that paper’s series of articles.  People objecting to the war in Iraq planned a rally at the
Vietnam Veteran’s Memorial near the state capitol building in Sacramento, California.  The rally was to call
for return of California National Guard troops by the following Labor Day.  In what has been described
as a courtesy to the military, an aid to Governor Schwarzenegger alerted the National Guard to the event.
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The word went all the way up to Maj. Gen. Eres.  Subsequent e-mails show the information was forwarded
“to our Intel. folks who continue to monitor.”155

Mothers’ Day 2005 was rainy and only a few dozen people showed up.  Among them were the Raging
Grannies (a singing group with a median age of 72), Gold Star Families for Peace (an organization of
families that have lost loved ones in war), and Code Pink (women working against war).

When Domestic Watch activities became public, spokesman Zezotarski claimed that only media reports
and websites were monitored and that no one went to the rally.  “It’s nothing subversive,” he said, but “who
knows who could infiltrate that type of group and stir something up?  After all, we live in the age of
terrorism, so who knows?”  But Christopher Pyle, the former Army intelligence officer who “exposed the
military’s domestic spying operations in 1970," scoffed at such a defense.  He said the Guard’s “job is not
to investigate individuals, but to clear streets, protect facilities, and help first responders.”  Pyle warned
against dangerous “mission creep” from domestic Watch, which led to the Army collecting files on over
100,000 people and using aggressive practices to undermine anti-war groups during the Vietnam war.156

State Senator Joe Dunn called a hearing on the Guard’s Domestic Watch activities.  He asked the Guard
to preserve all relative documents and information.  On that same day, June 27th, claiming it was before
seeing Dunn’s letter, the Guard erased the computer of a retired colonel who had overseen of the special
intelligence unit.  Dunn then requested the computer’s hard drive so technicians could recover whatever
possible.  But acting Guard commander, General Alexander, responded that he could not comply because
federal officials were conducting their own investigation.  Dunn said the Pentagon had no say over this state
matter and accused the Guard of stonewalling his investigation.  Then the Guard said the erased hard drive
was government property and not subject to subpoena.157

Hearings were convened on 19 July 2005.  Internal Guard e-mails presented as evidence indicated high-
level interest in the Mothers’ Day rally.  When George O’Connell, counsel for the Guard, was asked if the
Guard kept files on US citizens, he replied: “Senator I don’t know what you mean by files.”  Dunn then
asked Guard Lt. Col. Joseph Righello the same question and was told: “I don’t know.”  Lawyer O’Connell
said the subpoenaed documents  represented “the bulk” of the information desired.  But Lt. Col. Righello
later admitted there was still a “large amount of material” that was classified or marked “official use only.”
In addition, at least 18 Guard officials refused to testify and Gov. Schwarzenegger would not order them
to do so.158
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A shake-up started in late July 2005.  Gov. Schwarzenegger removed one Lt. Col. from his job as
spokesman and another, Lt. Col Zezotarski, was told not to speak to the media anymore.  The big shuffle
came on November 16th.  Domestic Watch was quietly disbanded with no formal announcement.  Colonel
O’Neill was terminated December 31st.  The other member of Domestic Watch was transferred.  It “was
the right thing to do,” said Col. David Baldwin, director of Plans and Operations for the California National
Guard.  “The Civil Support Division was not formed in accordance with military doctrine, and it was an
organization that did not have the approval of the Legislature in the governor’s budget.”159  Investigators
from the US Army’s Inspector General’s Office said they found no evidence that the Guard collected
information on US citizens, but refused to release their report.

Still, Dunn expressed concerns that what happened in California was actually part of a larger and more
sinister activity throughout the US.  Through contacts with Guard officials in other states he had heard
reports of similar units established elsewhere.  Dunn said: “The question is, was there a federally-inspired
program, post 9/11, to get around a law that prevents domestic spying? ... It appears that could be a
possibility here.”160

Dunn’s concern has real validity in light of official statements by General Eberhart, commander-in-chief of
NORTHCOM.  He told the National Guard in 2004 that “we can’t let culture and the way we’ve always
done it stand in the way” of gathering intelligence.161

ANATIONAL INTELLIGENCE DIRECTOR

The FBI is effectively being taken over by a spymaster who reports directly
to the White House. ...  It’s alarming that the same person who oversees
foreign spying will now oversee domestic spying, too.

   – Timothy Edgar, ACLU national security adviser.162

On 17 December 2004, President Bush signed into law the “Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention
Act of 2004” (Public Law 108-458).  Among other things, this legislation set up the Office of the Director
of National Intelligence, which reports directly to the White House.  Reporting to this newly established
office are the 16 agencies in the country’s intelligence community.163  This Director of National Intelligence
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was set up in partial compliance with recommendations of the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks
Upon the United States (the 9/11 Commission) and the Commission on the Intelligence Capabilities of the
United States Regarding Weapons of Mass Destruction (the WMD Commission).164

On 18 May 2005 John D. Negroponte was sworn in as director of national intelligence and Air Force
General Michael Hayden165 as deputy director.  Negroponte, a career US ambassador and foreign service
officer since 1960, was another of the Bush administration’s recruitment of shady diplomats from the past.
During Negroponte’s tenure as ambassador to Honduras (1981-1985), he helped carry out Reagan’s
covert war on Nicaragua by making Honduras a staging area for Contra activity and death squads going
into Nicaragua.  He has also been accused of using US aid to obtain compliance from Honduras.  Later,
Organization of American States officials and other diplomats said the April 2002 coup to unseat
Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez was supported by the US, and that Negroponte was a key player for
the Bush administration.166

“Political observers hardly expected a career diplomat to be selected to oversee the nations 15 intelligence
agencies, while human rights advocates were shocked that such responsibility would be offered to a man
who may have supported human rights abuses ... confirmation as the country’s first national intelligence
director is puzzling because he has no direct intelligence experience.  In fact, his role in Honduras shows
he may be willing to manipulate information for political purposes. ... A man accused of ignoring credible
intelligence in order to support Reagan’s cold war foreign policies in Central America is now filtering and
providing all intelligence to the Bush administration.”167

The proposed budget for the Office of the Director of National Intelligence is estimated from House
documents to be almost $1 billion for fiscal year 2007.168  This is about a third of the total CIA funding in
the years prior to the 9/11 attacks.  The DNI is a fast growing management organization.  Many of its staff
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now occupy the two top floors of the new Defense Intelligence Agency building at Bolling Air Force Base.
But the DNI is looking at sites where they can construct their own headquarters.

National Counterterrorism Center.

On 27 August 2004 President Bush signed several executive orders.  One appointed the CIA director as
temporary director of national intelligence until the office is created.  Another established a National
Counterterrorism Center (NCTC).  Then in December the same legislation that created the Office of the
Director of National Intelligence also codified the National Counterterrorism Center in the Office of the
Director of National Intelligence.  Vice Admiral John Scott Redd was confirmed in July 2005 as the first
director of the NCTC.

During his confirmation hearing, Redd told the Senators: “While there are many challenges ahead, bridging
what has traditionally been referred to as foreign intelligence and domestic intelligence will be one of my
top priorities.”  That is unsettling.  To sharply divide activities related to foreign and domestic intelligence
was the express purpose of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978, and for establishing FISA
Courts.  To bridge those two activities will be a setback for civil liberties and privacy.  Redd’s later
statement was no more assuring: “The NCTC will be the hub of an intelligence network that goes far
beyond the traditional US intelligence community.  The network will extend to all agencies of the federal
government, to state and local governments and law enforcement agencies, to the private sector, and to
liaison elements of foreign countries.”169  This sounds like Total Information Awareness (TIA) all over
again.

Redd then admitted in the hearing that the “application of information dominance” in fighting terrorism must
be restrained so as not to jeopardize privacy and free expression.  He pointed out that  these “would be
placed in jeopardy by unrestrained collection and exploitation of personal data.”  But he then dismissed
such concerns as impossible because new legislation has created “a Civil Liberties Board to oversee all US
intelligence activities.”170

What about this Civil Liberties Board?  Why do we never hear about it?  The March 2006 issue of
Newsweek explains: “For more than a year, the Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board has been the
most invisible office in the White House.  Created by Congress in December 2004 ... the board has never
hired a staff or even held a meeting.”  The five board members were eventually sworn in during March
2006.  But when Bush’s budget was released the previous month, February, there was no money listed for
the board.  When asked why, Office of Management and Budget spokesman Alex Conant denied that “the
White House was trying to kill the panel by starving it of funds.  ‘It will be fully funded,’ he said,” and
explained that officials decided not to itemize funding levels for particular White House offices.  When it
was “pointed out that funding for other White House offices such as the National Security council were
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listed in the budget, Conant said: ‘I have no explanation.’”171   This watchdog panel is merely a phantom
of democratic checks and balances on which to fixate the people’s attention.

The Congressional Research Service (CRS) also foresaw problems.  In a report on the National
Counterterrorism Center, it referred to “potential civil liberties implications of collocating operational
elements of the traditional foreign intelligence and domestic intelligence entities of the US Intelligence
community. ... the possibility exists that unintentional mission creep and operational zeal could lead to
situations in which rules designed to guide traditional foreign intelligence collection may be applied to US
persons.  That is, the civil liberties of US persons could be at risk ...”  The CRS points out that the law
creating the National Counterterrorism Center excluded “intelligence pertaining exclusively and purely
to domestic terrorists and domestic counterterrorism from the NCTC’s analytical responsibility. ...
However, the act allows the NCTC to receive, retain, and disseminate domestic counterterrorism
intelligence ... This exclusion is generally interpreted to mean that the NCTC will not be responsible for
comprehensive threat analysis concerning terrorist groups based largely in the United States ...”172

(emphasis added) In other words, NCTC people think they are authorized to collect and share information
that could conceivably extend to groups exercising their free speech rights or gathering peacefully to petition
the government for redress.

How does all this work in practice?  In February 2006 The New York Times revealed that the “National
Counterterrorism Center maintains a repository of 325,000 names of international terrorist suspects or
people who allegedly aid them ...”173  That’s four times the number as were recorded in the fall of 2003.
Officials won’t disclose how many are US citizens.  Neither will officials reveal how many on the list,
compiled from 26 terrorist-related databases, were acquired by the National Security Agency’s
questionable domestic spying effort on Americans.

The FBI’s terrorist screening center then categorizes the list to develop an official-use-only watch list which
is then sent “to the Transportation Security Agency for its no-fly list, the State Department for its visa
program, the Department of Homeland Security for border crossings, and the National Crime Information
center for distribution to police.”174

Georgetown University law professor David D. Cole commented: “If being placed on a list means in
practice that you will be denied a visa, barred entry, put on the no-fly list, targeted for pretextual
prosecutions, etc., then the sweep of the list and the apparent absence of any way to clear oneself certainly
raises problems.”175  Marc Rotenberg, executive director of the Electronics Privacy Information Center,
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added that “the size of the NCTC list and other terrorist-related databases underscores the severity of the
‘false positive’ problem, in which innocent people – including members of Congress – have been stopped
for questioning or halted from flying because their names are wrongly included or are similar to suspects’
names.”176

Rotenberg added: “One of the seemingly insolvable problems is what do you do when someone is wrongly
put on this list?  If there are that many people on the list, a lot of them probably shouldn’t be there.  But
how are they ever going to get off?”177

Perhaps the most visible misuse of these lists is the “no-fly” list.  I searched the internet for this term and
got ten pages of hits.  I have compiled a list from the 10 hits on just the first page.  It is displayed in
Appendix-B.  Anyone wishing to follow up on this further can Google “no-fly list” and receive an avalanche
of civil rights abuse examples.

The no-fly list is not new, it has existed since 1990, but its nature has changed dramatically.  At first it was
administered by the FBI, then the Federal Aviation Administration, and since 1 October 2001 by
Homeland Security’s Transportation Security Administration (TSA).  The names on the list now come from
the National Counterterrorism Center.  At first the TSA denied such a list existed but finally acknowledged
it in October 2002.

On the morning of 11 September 2001, there were 16 individuals banned from flight.  There were over 400
the following day and 594 names on the list by the end of the year.  That rose to 1,000 at the end of 2002,
In November 2005 the Transportation Security Administration indicated that 30,000 people were on their
watch lists.  “According to a European government that screens hundreds of thousands of American
travelers every year, the list they have been given to work with has since grown to 80,000.”178

There are actually two lists – the “no-fly” list which bars passengers from flying, and the “selectee” list
which subjects some passengers to special security screening.  If a person on the no-fly list tries to check
in, the ticket agent is required to call a law enforcement officer.  If the person checking in is on the selectee
list, the agent will mark a red “S” or some other type mark on the boarding pass.  That will subject that
person to special screening when going through security.  The TSA has had over 2,000 complains (as of
October 2004).  Up until that time the list has not led to any arrests.

Another watch list, that either spun off of the National Counterterrorism Center’s repository or contributed
to it, is in the Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC).  It contains over 5,000
names of individuals, most of whom have never been in the US, suspected of being involved with financing
terrorism.  Many of these people have common Muslim or Latin names.  The list has been distributed to
agencies and businesses such as financial institutions, credit bureaus, charities, landlords, and even
employers.
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Two incidents of OFAC list problems have come to public attention.  A Roseville, California couple applied
for credit to buy a treadmill.  Wells Fargo told the seller to wait 72 hours because the husband’s first name
was Hussein (a common Arab name), matched a name on the list and had to be investigated and cleared.
He is a US citizen who has lived in Roseville more than 30 years.

Another incident occurred when a Chicago resident named Muhammad underwent a credit search to buy
a used car.  That common Muslim name resulted in false matches on the OFAC list and required additional
checking.  Shirin Sinnar, an attorney with the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights, hypothesizes: “One
wonders what would happen had this man applied for a job or sought to rent an apartment using the same
credit report. ...  The prospect of lost opportunities for jobs or homes is very real, as more employers or
landlords begin checking not just credit reports but also the OFAC list itself – most with very little
understanding of what the list means.”  She continues: “Why are companies screening people against this
list? ... because the law prohibits anyone in the United States from doing business with people on the list,
theoretically any company or individual could be fined for a transaction with a blacklisted individual. ...
Imagine the Red Cross telling a tsunami-ravaged villager in Indonesia that before she can get a blanket, she
must provide her name, date of birth and place of birth, and then wait three days to be cleared of being a
terrorist.”179

Still another database which privacy experts are warning America to prepare for is the so-called “no-work”
list.  A provision of the immigration reform bill currently before Congress is mandatory employee eligibility
verification.  Many who have heard about it feel that it would just affect immigrants but that is not true.
Every one of the 144 million people on the American work force could eventually be in the database, 57
million of whom change jobs every year.  Prospective employers will have to check existing employees as
well as prospective new-hires.  Confirmation of Social Security status and legal immigration will be verified.
As stated by Mark Rotenberg, president of the Electronic Privacy Information Center, “people who aren’t
in the immigrant community assume it won’t affect them.  But for the system to work it has to encompass
the entire American work force.”  He added that the House and Senate bills “put the Social Security
Administration and the Department of Homeland Security in the middle of every employment decision in
the United States.”180

This is a database that already exists in Social Security Administration and US Citizenship and Immigration
Service (USCIS) records.  It will merely be made available to employers.  Currently there is a pilot
program which is voluntary – voluntary for employers, that is..  About 60,000 take part in it.  But USCIS
spokesman Chris Bentley is confident that the pilot program could rapidly be expanded. Deborah Meyers,
a senior policy expert at the Migration Policy Institute, warns: “There are legitimate concerns in terms of
privacy and the rights of individuals to access and correct their records.”181  ACLU attorney Tim Sparapani
said people “are just beginning to understand the implications of it, and they’re big. ... Pick your common
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surname.  It’s a nightmare for the system.  And imagine not being able to work and provide for your
family.”182

In this paper I have only discussed the “no-fly” and “selectee” lists for air travel, the “no-work” list,  and
the Treasury Department’s OFAC list.  Other lists, such as for Visas or job applications, have the same
potential for severe complications, and the control of border crossings is probably worse.  In all cases, civil
rights and human rights are at stake.

The FBI’s National Security Service.

On 29 June 2005 Bush announced actions to implement recommendations in the WMD Commission’s
report.  The administration has now embraced 70 of the 74 recommendations.  One of the new ones
implemented by this announcement consolidated intelligence gathering activities of the FBI – it pulls together
the Counterintelligence Division, the Counterterrorism Division, and the Directorate of intelligence into a
new National Security Service. 

Although this reorganization consolidates a lot in the FBI structure, it essentially split the FBI into two parts
– law enforcement which remains under the FBI director and the attorney general; and the new National
Security Service essentially under the director of national intelligence, who in turn reports directly to the
White House.  The head of this new service – the Executive Assistant FBI Director of Intelligence – will
be hired by the FBI director and the attorney general but Negroponte has veto power.  This new FBI
official will “be subject to the coordination and budget authorities of the DNI [Director of National
Intelligence] as well as the same Attorney General authorities that apply to other bureau divisions.”183  But
in effect, Negroponte controls the intelligence portion of the FBI budget and thereby the activities of all FBI
agents and analysts working in the intelligence field.

A White House fact sheet states that the new national Security Service “will specialize in intelligence and
other national security matters and respond to priorities set by the Director of National Intelligence.”184

That covers a potentially wide scope of activities.  “Civil liberties advocates immediately criticized the
changes at the FBI, arguing that they represent a radical step toward the creation of a secret police force
in the United States.  Many Justice prosecutors and FBI agents had also fiercely opposed the changes
...”185

Almost four months after inception of the FBI’s National Security Service, on 26 October 2005,
Negroponte released The National Intelligence Strategy of the United States of America.  The
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document itself is not very revealing.  It is merely a collection of innocuous and generalized statements that
are so vague they describe nothing – pablum for the public.  More enlightening, perhaps, is Negroponte’s
introduction which starts: “The new concept of ‘national intelligence’ codified by the Intelligence Reform
and Terrorist Prevention Act passed by Congress in 2004 has its origins in the tragedy of September 11,
2001 and President Bush’s National Security Strategy of the United States of America.”186

What is this “new concept of national intelligence” that is codified by the Intelligence Reform and Terrorist
Prevention Act of 2004?  With the typical reminder of 9/11 and re-assertion of a war with terrorists, while
invoking the national security strategy of preemptive force, lessons from the past should warn us that this
“new concept of national intelligence” is nothing more than turning preemptive force inward.  “In other
words, the strategy is a strengthening and solidification of the existing Homeland/National Security
apparatus into a more centralized structure (with more power and control in the hands of the Executive
Branch) ...”187

The FBI’s clandestine National Security Service fits very well into that domestic policing scenario.  While
the CIA continues with control of all overseas human intelligence operations, this new National Security
Service will be the agent for all domestic surveillance.

Negroponte’s Disruptive Technology Office.

This section will tie together information presented in previous sections of this paper.  I pointed out under
the section on Total Information Awareness that the “Department of Defense Appropriations Act for 2004”
prohibited use of funds for the TIA Program and directed that the Pentagon’s Information Awareness
Office be terminated immediately.  I also pointed out that the various spying and data mining development
activities under TIA were merely shuttled to other areas out of the DoD budget and continued under a
different name, sometimes with the same contractor.  Two of the most important elements went to the
Advanced Research and Development Activity (ARDA) which is housed at Ft. Meade, Maryland, under
the National Security Agency (NSA).

One of these elements was“Genoa II,” whose purpose was to build information technologies that would
anticipate and pre-empt attacks.  It was renamed “Topsail” under ARDA.  The subcontractor for Topsail
was awarded a $3.7 million contract for fiscal year 2006.  But, a “spokesman for the Air Force Research
Laboratory in Rome, NY, which administers the program’s contracts, said it’s ‘in the process of being
cancelled due to lack of funds’.”188

Genoa II developed information-gathering technologies aimed at anticipating and preempting terrorist
attacks.  A federal press release announcing a $3.7 million contract to SAIC for Topsail in October 2005
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said: “The objective of Topsail is to develop decision-support aids for teams of intelligence analysts and
policy personnel to assist in anticipating and preempting terrorist threats to US interests.”189  That is almost
identical language to that formerly used in contract and other documents to describe Genoa II.

The other element that went to NSA’s ARDA, the most important and comprehensive element which ties
together all the numerous information extraction, analysis, and dissemination tools, was the Information
Awareness Prototype System.  This core architecture was renamed “Basketball.”   It was fully funded at
least until the end of fiscal year 2004 (30 September 2004).  At that time Basketball was being tested at
a research center run by ARDA and SAIC Corp.  SAIC is a prominent Pentagon contractor for
intelligence activities and is the sole owner of Hicks & Associates, the company that had the TIA prototype
contract.  Basketball was described as a “closed-loop, end-to-end prototype system for early warning and
decision-making.”190  That is “exactly the same language used in contract documents for the TIA prototype
system when it was awarded to Hicks in 2002.”191

National Journal reports that it is “unclear whether work on Basketball continues” today, at least under
that name.  But some sources interviewed for the 23 February issue of National Journal “declined to
speak on the record ... because, they said, identities of the specific programs are classified.”  And a
spokesman for SAIC Corp. declined to comment on the finished article.  When NSA spokesman Don
Weber was asked about TIA programs that had been shifted to ARDA, he replied: “As I’m sure you
understand, we can neither confirm nor deny actual or alleged projects or operational capabilities,
therefore, we have no information to provide.”192

Pursuing that secrecy theme farther, since the Basketball code name for the prototype system seems to
have disappeared, recall that I pointed out earlier that Russell Tice, a former NSA Intelligence officer who
blew the whistle on the secret NSA spying program, told Congress that he was concerned about another,
much broader “special access” electronic surveillance program “that he characterized as far more wide-
ranging that the warrantless wiretapping recently exposed by the New York Times but he was forbidden
from discussing the program with Congress.  Tice said he believes it violates the Constitution’s protection
against unlawful searches and seizures but has no way of sharing the information without breaking
classification laws.  He is not even allowed to tell the congressional intelligence committee – members or
their staff – because they lack high enough clearance.”193  Tice also said he couldn’t even brief the inspector
general of the NSA because that office is not cleared to hear the information.
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Then Attorney General Gonzales told the House Judiciary Committee on 6 April 2006 that there had been
internal disagreement within administration over the NSA spying program.  He said he disagreed with
published reports on that issue because the disagreement “did not relate to the program the president
disclosed.  They related to something else and I can’t get into that.”194  So there does appear to be another,
much broader “special access” electronic surveillance program, as Tice described it.

From this logical progression if information we can deduce there is more to the NSA’s activities than just
the “Terrorist Surveillance Program” that Gonzales wrote about in The Wall Street Journal, or that The
New York Times reveled in its 15 December 2005 edition.  What’s more, this deeper surveillance activity
was becoming more publicly known.  The political climate was becoming very hot for the Bush
administration.  Gonzales in his testimony to Congress went to extreme lengths not to provide information
about purely domestic spying, data mining, and warrantless physical searches.  Bush’s approval rating fell
to a record low.  Lawsuits initiated by civil rights groups were springing up.  Legislators and other officials
were calling for Bush’s censure or impeachment.  More and more Americans were learning that Total
Information Awareness (TIA) was not dead but had been reborn under NSA/ARDA  cover.  It was time
for the administrative brain trust to start the shell game again and shuffle TIA to another agency.

The 23 February 2006 issue of National Journal announced that ARDA “is being taken out of NSA,
placed under control of Negroponte’s office, and given a new name.  It will be called the ‘Disruptive
Technology Office,’ a reference to a term of art describing any new invention that suddenly, and often
dramatically, replaces established procedures.”195  TIA’s new home is now with the Director of National
Intelligence.

Having again buried TIA in the bureaucratic boondocks it was possible to give more direct answers to
inquiries about NSA.  By late March of 2005 Justice Department lawyers were able to tell Congress that
the NSA program “described by the president does not involve physical searches.”  Gonzales was able
to testify with regards to the NSA spying that he was outlining “what the president has authorized, and that
is all that he has authorized” – electronic surveillance.196

But TIA lives on as a disruptive technology.

RUMSFELD’S INTELLIGENCE AMBITIONS

Pentagon officials don’t want to be shunted aside by the evolving intelligence shakeups following
the 9/11 attacks and the invasion of Iraq.  Although Pentagon intelligence agencies have the most

authority over military intelligence programs – those intended to provide tactical and strategic support for
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military commanders – its sojourn into human intelligence activities has expanded since 9/11.  Indicative
of this expansion was establishment in 2003 of an Undersecretary of Defense for Intelligence which has
purview over the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) and the subservient intelligence agencies of the various
military services.  “Stephen Cambone, the new undersecretary, said [in May 2003] that the existing
agencies ‘will all go about doing their tasks,’ but that his unit will ensure that they are meeting the intelligence
needs laid out by the Pentagon.  The mission, he said, ‘is to try to get to them a sense of what the
priorities are for the department’.”

Also controlled by Cambone are the National Security Agency (NSA), the National Reconnaissance Office
(NRO), and the National Geospatial Intelligence Agency (NGIA).197  At the time this new undersecretary
of defense post was established, those three agencies were “officially part of the Department of Defense,
answering both to Rumsfeld and CIA Director George Tenet.  But giving Cambone explicit authority over
the agencies allows him far-reaching authority that intelligence specialists said cuts into a major piece of [the
CIA’s] s turf.”198  Jay Farrar, former Pentagon and National Security Council employee, said this far-
reaching authority is “one more step in the Defense Department seeking to consolidate major control over
the intelligence apparatus of the United States.”199  It is also important to know that with the confirmation
of General Hayden as CIA director, all of America’s major spy agencies are now directed by an active-
duty military officer.

“Now several parts of the vast Pentagon bureaucracy are building large databases of information from
sources including local police, military personnel, and the internet. ... The military justifies the gathering of
domestic intelligence in part by relying on a key distinction between ‘receiving’ information and ‘collecting’
it. ... Officials have interpreted the rules to mean that receiving information from the police or federal
agencies is acceptable.”200  Critics dismiss this reasoning as nonsense.  The database on citizens serves the
same purpose and its existence violates the spirit of the law, if not the letter.  The Wall Street Journal
reports that the Pentagon has monitored activities of more than twenty domestic anti-war organizations over
the past three years.201  I will now delve deeper into this domestic spying by the military.

Mission Creep Into Domestic Spying.

Creating Cambone’s office took place in 2003.  Since then, the Director of National Intelligence has
entered the picture.  Nevertheless, the bureaucratic power struggle continues.  The 29 September 2005
issue of The New York Times tells of the concern by some republican – yes, republican – members of
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Congress that the Pentagon may be engaged in “new intelligence activities through programs intended to
escape oversight by Congress and the new director of national intelligence. ...  The lawmakers said they
believed that some intelligence activities, involving possible propaganda efforts and highly technological
initiatives might be masked as so-called special access programs, the details of which are highly
classified.”202

Representative Peter Hoekstra, chairman of the House Intelligence Committee, explained: “We see
indications that the DOD is trying to create parallel functions to what is going on in intelligence, but is calling
it something else.”203  Members of that committee could not be specific because of secrecy, but refer to
an unclassified report they issued the previous June which says the committee believes “it does not have
full visibility of some defense intelligence programs” that are included in other budget categories.  The report
continued that “individual services may have intelligence or intelligence-related programs such as science
and technology projects or information operations programs204 related to defense intelligence that are
embedded in other service budget line items, precluding sufficient visibility for program oversight.”205  “Mr.
Hoekstra said he believed the activities were designed to ‘obscure’ the Pentagon’s intelligence activities
in order to keep them out of Mr. Negroponte’s jurisdiction.”206

It is not clear how much this elbowing for position by the Pentagon affects domestic intelligence and spying
on US citizens, but the concept of “mission creep” accounts for other aspects of the Pentagon slinking into
domestic spying.  For instance, the National Geophysical-Intelligence Agency (NGA), according to DOD
Directive 5105.60, is a Combat Support Agency of the Department of Defense (DOD).207  “It supports
US national policy makers and military forces by providing timely, relevant, and accurate geospatial
intelligence ...”208  “Geospatial intelligence is the science of combining imagery, such as satellite pictures,
to physically depict features or activities happening anywhere on the planet. ... it can be a powerful tool for
war planners who may use imagery to measure soil wetness to determine if tanks could travel an area.  It
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can help weapons proliferation experts look for ground disturbances that can indicate new underground
bunkers.”209

Before the 9/11 attacks the NGA only spied on the US to assist in natural disasters such as providing
images of forest fires or floods.  But now the agency has opened an Americas Office to support compiling
images of more than 130 urban areas.  It also gets many other assignments like mapping the national mall
in Washington D.C. and America’s power transmission line grid, along with disaster exercises.  About
twice a month the NGA is called upon to support homeland security events.  It also routinely provides aerial
photos and 3-D images of big events or potential terrorist targets, such as political conventions and nuclear
power plants.210

It is not possible to do these things without obtaining data on US citizens or private companies.  Although
the NGA claims it is not interested in such data, it is a potential for domestic spying and there is no
oversight.  “In most cases it is not intrusive,” says the NGA’s associate general council, Laura Jennings.
In most cases!  Steven Aftergood, who oversees the government secrecy project of the Federation of
American Scientists, objects: “What it boils down to is ‘Trust us. Our intentions are good.’ ... If they
deviate from their own rules, how would it be discovered?  I am not satisfied that they have an answer to
that question.”211

The Counterintelligence Field Activity.

An even more poignant example of “mission creep” is the DOD’s Counterintelligence Field Activity
(CIFA).  After 9/11 the Bush administration declared the entire continental US to be a theater of military
operations for the first time since the Civil War.  CIFA was created by DOD Directive 5105.67, dated 19
February 2002.  Counter-intelligence, also called counter-espionage, is the function of finding and
identifying espionage activities.  

CIFA’s mission is to “develop and manage DOD Counterintelligence programs and functions that support
the protection of the Department ... as well as to detect and neutralize espionage against the Department”212

That mission statement mandates two general functions for CIFA.  The first is to be a central point for
collection, evaluation, and analysis of all DOD counterintelligence information.  CIFA does not, itself, gather
information.  Its responsibility is to develop and manage an integrated DOD counterintelligence program213

and to oversee DOD-wide counterintelligence investigations, operations, and functional services.214
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The second general function – to identify and neutralize espionage activities which target the DOD –
involves CIFA functioning as a law enforcement activity with regard to countering espionage activities.
However, “CIFA shall not engage in the investigation, apprehension, or detention of individuals suspected
or convicted of criminal offenses against the laws of the United States.”215  (Emphasis added.)  CIFA’s
functions are strictly limited to counterintelligence/counter-espionage activities.

That was the mission of CIFA, with its responsibilities and limitations, as it was in 2002 and 2003.  Then
the mission began to creep.  The Wall Street Journal reported that “CIFA was originally charged with
protecting the military and critical infrastructure from spying by terrorists and foreign intelligence services.
But in August [2003] Paul Wolfowitz, the deputy defense secretary, issued a directive ordering the unit to
maintain a ‘domestic law-enforcement database that includes information related to potential terrorist
threats directed against the Department of Defense’.”216 

Complimenting that, Wolfowitz also initiated a new reporting procedure known as Threat And Local
Observation Notice (TALON).  TALON reports contain anything that might remotely be considered a
threat – they contain, in the words of current Deputy Defense Secretary Gordon England,  “unfiltered and
non-validated potential threat information.”217   This information feeds right into the database that CIFA was
directed to maintain.  Contrary to law and custom, the Pentagon is collecting raw and unverified information
on innocent US citizens exercising their right to free speech, such as attendees at Mothers’ Day rallies, The
Raging Grannies, and Code Pink.  Furthermore, this “unfiltered and non-validated potential threat
information” could be turned over to the FBI and local law enforcement agencies, according to Brian
Whitman, a senior Pentagon spokesman.218

TALON has been described by Pentagon officials as the place where all the “dots” are stored.  “To
connect the dots, the Pentagon has turned to data mining – the science of extracting patterns from large
volumes of raw information.”  The call records being acquired by NSA spying undoubtedly feed into this
capability.  Senator Richard Shelby, vice chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee, reported in
December 2002 that “CIFA was working with the Justice Department to develop ‘deep access data mining
techniques’ to discover potential threats to the US from terrorists.”219  All of this means a lot of snooping
and a lot of citizen records being assimilated – even misunderstood – in the process.

Not too much was heard about CIFA after that, until late 2005 when the Washington Post reported: “The
White House is considering expanding the power of a little-known Pentagon agency called the
Counterintelligence Field Activity, or CIFA, which  ... would transform CIFA from an office that
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coordinates Pentagon security efforts – including protecting military facilities from attack – to one that also
has authority to investigate crimes within the United States such as treason, foreign or terrorist sabotage,
or even economic espionage.”220  That is a big creep from a mission that originally forbade any law
enforcement except in regard to military espionage.221

An NBC News report in December 2005 revealed a 400-page Pentagon document containing 1,519
“suspicious incidents” taken from TALON reports in the 10 months from July 2004 until May 2005.  Many
of these were peaceful anti-war and anti-recruitment demonstrations.222  In that same month (December
2005) the undersecretary of defense for intelligence, Stephen Cambone, ordered a review of the database.
On 5 April 2006 the Pentagon announced that about 260 entries should not have been there.  Spokesman
Whitman said “less than 2 percent” of the more than 13,000 database entries provided through the
TALON system “should not have been there or should have been removed at a certain point in time.”223

OK, then the remaining 12,740-plus “suspicious incidents” in the TALON-generated database are
supposedly legitimate.  That is a stretch of the imagination.  If there is that much evidence of terrorism in
America we are in big trouble.  Our jails should be bulging.224  

Referring to the 400-page database, CBS News states: “The Defense Department document is the first
inside look at how the US military has stepped up intelligence collection inside the country since 9/11,
which now includes the monitoring of peaceful anti-war and counter-military recruitment groups. ... the
Pentagon now collects domestic intelligence that goes beyond legitimate concerns about terrorism and
protecting US military installations ...”225

Meanwhile, also in late 2005, the Pentagon was petitioning Congress to amend the Privacy Act to allow
the FBI to share information on US citizens with the Pentagon, CIA, and other intelligence organizations
if that information pertains to foreign intelligence matters.  This sparked a critical backlash.  Senator Ron
Wyden of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence warns: “We are deputizing the military to spy on
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law-abiding Americans in America.  This is a huge leap without even a [congressional] hearing.”  Kate
Martin, director of the Center for National Securities Studies, said the data-sharing amendment “removes
one of the few existing privacy protections against creation of secret dossiers on Americans by government
intelligence agencies.”  She said the Pentagon’s “intelligence agencies are quietly expanding their domestic
presence without public debate.”226

There were other indications that CIFA was dipping into domestic spying.  The Wall Street Journal said:
“The CIFA also works closely with the FBI and is conducting some duties for civilian agencies.  For
example, according to Department of Agriculture documents, the CIFA is in charge of doing background
checks on foreign workers and scientists employed by the department’s agricultural-research service. 
Another secret briefing paper obtained by NBC evinced that the military is collecting information like
people’s names and vehicle license numbers.  It concluded that “we have noted increased communication
and encouragement between protest groups using the internet,” but no “significant connection” between
incidents, such as “recurring instigators at protests” or “vehicle descriptions.”227  Yes, the Pentagon is
monitoring who attends protests and the kinds of vehicles they drive.  CIFA also provides information to
the Information and Security Command, or Inscom, the Army’s main intelligence organization, based at
Fort Belvoir, Md.”228

Contracts amounting to at least $33 million since March 2004 have been awarded to four giant
corporations – Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman, Unisys Corporation, and Computer Sciences
Corporation – to compile databases from government data, commercial information, and internet
communications; all justified as a means to finding terrorists, spies, and saboteurs.  One such contract to
Northrop Grumman, called “Person Search,” is designed “to provide comprehensive information about
people of interest.”  A similar contract with Computer Sciences Corporation, dubbed “The Insider Threat
Initiative,” intends to “develop systems able to detect, mitigate, and investigate insider threats,” as well as
the ability to “identify and document normal and abnormal activities and behaviors.”229 (Emphasis added.)

On 1 December 2005, “the Defense Department ... gave CIFA authority to task domestic investigations
and operations by the counterintelligence units of the military service.”  This is more than their previous
mission to collect and process information from those units.  This tasking authority means that CIFA will
now make domestic assignments to those units “to execute a specific mission or conduct a function
falling within that organization’s charter, ... CIFA’s new authority will give the agency the ability to propose
missions to Army, Navy, and Air Force units, which, combined, have over 4,000 trained active, reserve,
and civilian investigators in the United States and abroad.”230
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Newsweek revealed in April 2006 that Pentagon officials have had ongoing meetings discussing a possible
merger of CIFA with the Defense Security Service (DSS).  DSS is an older agency that investigates the
security arrangements of defense contractors, and has millions of classified files generated from security
investigations on defense-contractor employees.  Following a hiatus because of the controversy over
CIFA’s data bank on war resisters, a committee led by Robert Rogalski, deputy undersecretary of defense
for intelligence, started meeting regularly during late March and early April of 2006 to discuss the
consolidation.

“Both Pentagon insiders and privacy experts fear that if CIFA merges with, or, in effect, takes over DSS,
there would be a weakening of the safeguards that are supposed to regulate the release of the estimated
4.5 million security files on defense-contractor employees currently controlled by DSS.”231  These secret
files are stored in an abandoned mineshaft in Virginia and CIFA has several times already requested access.
DSS rejected the requests because CIFA would not provide adequate reason but a merger would weaken
that control.

A merger wold also give CIFA control over the DSS inspectors.  That could lead to inspectors having to
perform the additional task of seeing that contractors are adequately protecting “sensitive but unclassified”
information.  “By acquiring control of the DSS inspector force, a merged CIFA-DSS would also have
something that CIFA at the moment claims not to have, which is a force of field inspectors.”232

“CIFA is becoming the superpower of data mining within the US national security community.  Its
‘operational and analytical records’ include ‘reports of investigation, collection reports, statements of
individuals, affidavits, correspondence, and other documentation pertaining to investigative or analytical
efforts’ by the DOD and other US government agencies to identify terrorist and other threats.”233  This is
all happening with no Congressional oversight.

The Army’s 902nd Military Intelligence Group.

When the Total Information Awareness (TIA) program was killed by Congress, there was an exception
created for tools and techniques that would benefit “counterterrorism foreign intelligence.”  Thus much of
the TIA program slipped quietly to other agencies.  Above I have described how the prototype and Genoa
II systems went to the NSA and then was assimilated by the Director of National Intelligence.  Three of
TIA’s data mining and artificial intelligence programs went to the 902nd Military Intelligence Group.

The 902nd was set up during World War II and “is part of the Army’s command structure and separate
from CIFA at Pentagon headquarters.  Nonetheless, the 902nd plays an important military-wide role
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because it is the military’s largest counterintelligence unit and has hundreds of soldiers stationed around the
country.”234

Besides having access to TALON, the 902nd makes extensive use of the Joint Regional Information
Exchange System (JRIES) established in 2002 and now expanded to all 50 states by the Department of
Homeland Security.  The 902nd and other military units can access the JRIES as well as local, state, and
federal law enforcement agencies.  The system was originally set up to provide the military with terrorist-
related information on US citizens without violating its prohibitions on “collecting” domestic intelligence.
JRIES is one of the systems that still provides that information.  Another is the internet.  “Analysts at the
902nd’s headquarters in Ft. Meade also scrutinize anti-war websites looking for threats, including the
possibility that protesters might attack military personnel.”235

CONCLUSION – THE TWILIGHT’S LAST GLEAMING

It takes a lot of degeneration before a country falls into
dictatorship, but we should avoid these ends by avoiding
these beginnings.

   – Justice Sandra Day O’Connor236

     Georgetown University, 9 March 2006

It is extremely easy for us to say that the German people, for instance, even under the threat of physical
violence, shouldn’t have allowed their government to do what it did.  But we of the United States, under
no intimidating threats and with a long history of individual freedom, blindly and unquestioningly follow the
government’s policy, thus relegating our participation in democracy to voting for a pre-selected slate of
candidates and waving the flag on national holidays or anniversaries. 

In this paper I have gone through the evolutionary steps of transforming this country from a constitutional
democracy to an authoritarian regime.  9/11 was the “catalyzing event – like a new Pearl Harbor,” as
suggested by the neoconservative Project for a New American Century.237  Immediately after that
catastrophe, while the national emotions were high, the Bush administration produced legislation called The
Patriot Act – an amazingly intricate and detailed piece of legislation to have been prepared in the few days
between terrorist attack and introduction to Congress.  In one stroke The Patriot Act sacrificed many
guaranteed civil liberties and privacy rights under the phantom belief of preserving democracy.
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After 9/11 and the Patriot Act, events happened fast.  The entire continental United States became a zone
of military operations for the first time since the Civil War.  The White House assumed a power, strictly of
its own interpretation, that recognized Constitutional and Legislative law only when convenient to do so.
New institutions were set up to regulate and oversee domestic affairs – the Department of Homeland
Security, the Northern Command, a National Intelligence Director, the Pentagon’s Counterintelligence Field
Activity.  A definition of Domestic Terrorism was codified that can be interpreted as encompassing almost
any law violated that even comes close to threatening bodily harm.  Domestic surveillance and data mining
reached a new high as long-standing laws protecting citizen privacy were ignored and set aside.  In essence,
freedom and privacy have been overrun in the name of national security, by an administration obsessed with
secrecy and deception.

I want to sum up this paper by illustrating the direction America is heading.  To do that I will quote liberally
from an article by American investigative political journalist Ritt Goldstein. Goldstein combines the thoughts
on several experts to point out the problems in America today.  

The first of these experts is Canadian psychologist Dr. Daniel Burston who suggests that many members
of the Bush administration are sincere in pursuing “a global climate that’s more conducive to democracy
... to diminish terrorism,” but notes that the tactics used are producing  “consequences that are very often
the reverse of what they intended.”238  This has certainly been shown to be true in the wars conducted since
9/11.  It seems to be obvious that US activity in Afghanistan and Iraq have aroused greater hatred against
the US.  Yet the US populace allows such activity to continue.

Psychologist R.D. Laing’s theory of a “social phantasy system” may explain why Americans are allowing
their government to follow such a devastating foreign policy.  “Burston highlighted that Laing believed most
people develop a form of ‘pseudo sanity,’ doing so as a function of the emotional imperative of adapting
to ‘pseudo realities.’  The upshot is that they live within a ‘social fantasy system’ of varying degrees.  The
described result for the individual is a proportionate loss of the ability to think critically, as well as limited
ability to consider anyone or anything outside one’s particular group, especially in a positive light.”239

Warning that the US is “poised on the verge” of a “corporate fascist regime” in the US, Burston adds:
“People who are deeply embedded within social-phantasy systems like these function effectively within the
framework of these groups.  But their sense of reality regarding the world outside of their reference group
is profoundly impoverished as a consequence. ... we are seeing a growing threat to the viability of
democratic decision-making systems across the board, around the world.”240

In 1941, as the US was entering World War II, social psychologist Erich  Fromm pointed out: “There is
no greater mistake and no graver danger than not to see that in our own society [the US] we are faced with
the same phenomenon that is fertile soil for the rise of fascism anywhere, the insignificance and
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powerlessness of the individual.”241  American political scientist and historian Dr. Michael Parenti agrees
with Fromm, adding that “there’s a concern that we’re tending toward fascism, or we’re replicating fascism
today.”  Parenti sees fascism as an implement used by ruthless leaders to achieve their own agenda, and
says that “what they’ve learned in the more than 80 years since its [fascism’s] origin is that they can achieve
many of the things – more securely perhaps – while retaining a democratic veneer.”  He continues: “The
essence of fascism, I believe, is its output.  And its output is a system which systematically redistributes
wealth from the many to the few, and ensures the domination of giant cartels over the whole political
economy.”  Parenti sees the use of “plain old Americanism” as the “cloak around which people will rally
and give the president these extraordinary powers, and surrender their own liberty and the like.”

Parenti then warned that: “In spite of a veneer of optimism and initiative, modern man is overcome by a
profound feeling of powerlessness which makes him gaze toward approaching catastrophes as though he
were paralyzed.”242  Fromm gave this same warning decades earlier, but he added the empowering
observation that “for everybody who is powerless, justice and truth are the most important weapons in the
fight for his freedom and growth.”243

Justice and Truth!  Yes, that combination is a very powerful force.  It is the force that can unmask the
phantom democracy – the pseudo democracy – that so many of us are fixated upon.  It can penetrate and
understand and explain the motives of our leaders who are sending us astray.  It can, above all, help us to
recognize the evil that our country is perpetrating throughout the world today, and endow us with the vision
that America could and should hold.  I will close with one more cogent bit of advice from Erich Fromm.
It was written in 1941 – seven years after he emigrated from Germany to the United States.  It is about the
rise of the Third Reich and is a warning we Americans should seriously heed today:

The dark and diabolical forces of man’s nature were relegated to the Middle Ages and to still earlier
periods of history, and they were explained by lack of knowledge or by the cunning schemes of
deceitful kings and priests.

One looked back upon these periods as one might at a volcano which for a long time has ceased to
be a menace.  One felt secure and confident that the achievements of modern democracy had wiped
out all sinister forces, the world looked bright and safe like the well-lit streets of a modern city.  Wars
were supposed to be the last relics of older times and one needed just one more war to end war,
economic crises were supposed to be accidents, even though these accidents continued to happen
with a certain regularity.

When Fascism came into power, most people were unprepared, both theoretically and practically.
They were unable to believe that man could exhibit such propensities to evil, such lust for power, such
disregard for the rights of the weak, or such yearning for submission.244
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Sixty five years later those words ring as true as during Hitler’s rise to power, and they strike much closer
to home.  This great country of ours is currently suffering from all the symptoms of a fascist takeover.  We
are dreaming of a phantom democracy. Our freedom and civil liberties have become mythical, and have
in fact diminished.  Our First Amendment right to speak freely and our Fourth Amendment right against
unreasonable searches and seizures have eroded badly.  So has our right to privacy and our right to
challenge illegal actions by the government in court, through watchdog executive agencies, and even through
Congress.

This nation has changed dramatically since the turn of the century.  The Bill of
Rights has been put on the back burner.  The Constitution has taken second
place to Executive Orders as the Supreme Law of the Land.  All of these
malevolent events have taken place because the American people, believing that
sacrifices of freedom and privacy are necessary to preserve democracy, have
allowed them to happen.  While our vision has been fixated on some phantom
form of democracy we have allowed our country to be taken away from us.

I believe America is in more danger than ever before experienced in its 230 years
of history.  I have been around for a third of that time, and have probably
witnessed and experienced some of the most dangerous eras America has
encountered.  I say with no hesitation that, right here today, America faces its
greatest threat ever – not from without, not from terrorists, but from within.  In
a 1962, “Pogo” comic strip, author Walt Kelly coined the phrase: “We have met
the enemy and they are us.”245  Yes, we are our own enemy because what is
happening to America today we are allowing to happen.  Albert Einstein put it another way: “The world
is a dangerous place to live, not because of the people who are evil, but because of the people who don’t
do anything about it.”246

What are we not doing anything about?  Democracy faces extinction under the current rule by neo-
conservatives who have no other aim than to increase the prosperity of themselves and their supporters.
They say we must sacrifice many freedoms and much privacy to get that democracy.  But the democracy
they hold up is a phantom that will never be found by following them.  Rather, as our freedom and privacy
erode we are slipping deeper and deeper into an autocratic form of government.

We are faced with an inexhaustible list of facts – yes facts! – that resources are depleting, the gap between
rich and poor is widening, human rights and freedom are deteriorating, medical and health needs are being
neglected, ad infinitum.  The picture is gloomy. 

Walt Kelly Poster for Earth
Day 1970
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So much for the negative.  How do we correct this situation.  Einstein said:“The problems that exist in the
world today cannot be solved by the level of thinking that created them.”247  What level of thinking do we
need?  How do we achieve it?

I was much impressed with Leo Tolstoy’s book entitled The Kingdom of God Is Within You.  Written
over 100 years ago, Tolstoy presented his concept of the way people perceive life and the world.  As
humanity evolved and became aware of perception, the first stage of perception was of oneself in life.  That
is, self survival – putting the oneself as the first consideration.

Later came the social perception of life.  This took several stages.  The first stage is putting the family first.
One will sacrifice oneself for the sake of the family.  The second stage is the immediate community.  Then
it progresses to wider and larger communities until it reaches the level of the nation, or state.

It is at this stage where our collective perception of life is today.  We are still wrapped up in patriotism,
nationalism, national security, and protecting our vital interests.  We have reached a plateau where we have
stagnated, at least according to Tolstoy.  He says the social perception of life cannot reach beyond the
nation.  That is the largest social body it can handle.  It cannot embrace the entire world.   Both the self
perception and the social perception of life need an adversary to be protected against.  They are based on
the principle of sacrifice – one will sacrifice oneself for the good of the nation.  But one cannot sacrifice
oneself for the good of all humanity if there is nothing to sacrifice oneself for.  We need an enemy.  For that
reason, all the efforts to obtain world peace through the methods used today are fruitless and doomed to
fail because the nation or state is not going to give up its dominance.  This is the level of thinking that
created the problems of today.

Tolstoy presents the third stage in the perception of life.  It is the divine perception – the spiritual manner
of perceiving life, however the spiritual is perceived by each of us with our individual limitations.  Some form
of humanity viewing all existence in this world as a loving relationship.  If it is possible to start thinking in
this benevolent manner then we will respect the earth and care for it so it can continue to nourish our
grandchildren and their grandchildren.  If we can view other people of all nationalities as our brothers and
sisters then we will want each one of them to have what they need in life, and we will work to see that they
do.  We will have no borders.  We will have no fences.  Perhaps the spiritual/divine perception of life still
requires sacrifice but it will be a sacrifice willingly given because it will be given with love.  This, I believe,
will be the level of thinking envisioned by Einstein that will solve today’s problems.

# # # # #
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AAMVA American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators.

ACLU American Civil Liberties Union.

ARDA Advanced Research and Development Activity.

AT&T American Telephone & Telegraph Co.

CAPPS Computer-Assisted Passenger Prescreening System.

CIA Central Intelligence Agency.

CIFA Counterintelligence Field Activity.

COINTELPRO COunterINTELligence PROgrams.

CRS Congressional Research Service.

DHS Department of Homeland Security.

DIA Defense Intelligence Agency.

DNI Director of National Intelligence.

DOD Department of Defense.

DSS Defense Security Service.

EFF Electronic Frontier Foundation.
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FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation.

FCC Federal Communications Commission.

FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency.

FEPP Free Expression Policy Project (of the Brennan Center at New York University School of
Law)

FISA Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act.

GATT General Agreement on Tarriffs and Trade.
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MATRIX Multistate Anti-Terrorism Information Exchange.

NBC National Broadcasting Company.
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NGA National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency.
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NIMA National Imagery and Mapping Agency.  Now called the National Geospatial-Intelligence
Agency.

NORAD North American Aerospace Command.

NORTHCOM Northern Command.

NRO National Reconnaissance Office.

NSA National Security Agency.

OFAC Office of Foreign Assets Control.

OPR Office of Professional Responsibility (US Justice Department).

PLRC Pacific Life Research Center.

PR Public Relations.

PUC Public Utilities Commission.

RFID Radio Frequency Identification.

RICO Act Racketeer Influence and Corrupt Organization Act.

RISS Regional Information Sharing System.

TALON Threat And Local Observation Notice.

TIA Total Information Awareness.  Later renamed Terrorist Information Awareness.

TIPS Terrorism Information and Prevention System 

TSA Transportation Security Administration.

USA PATRIOT Act Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Inter-
cept and Obstruct Terrorism Act.

USCIS US Citizenship and Immigration Service.

US-VISIT United States Visitor and Immigrant Status Indicator Technology.

WMD Weapons of Mass Destruction.



249The broad definition of “foreign intelligence” set forth in the FISA includes “information, whether or not
concerning a United States person, with respect to a foreign power or foreign territory that relates to the national
defense or the security of the United States or the conduct of the foreign affairs of the United States.”
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APPENDIX-A
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE USA PATRIOT ACT

Title I:  Enhancing Domestic Security Against Terrorism.

Section 101 – Established counterterrorism fund for Justice Department – unnamed amount and no fiscal year
limits.

Section 103 – Re-energizes the Justice Department’s “Technical Support Center” (established in 1996) with more
funds.

Section 105 – Established “national network of electronic crimes task forces” under the Secret Service which will
prevent, detect, and investigate a wide variety of electronic and computer crimes.

Title II:   Enhancing Surveillance Procedures.

(This Title is the vehicle that makes radical changes in criminal and intelligence laws.  It grants authorities more
freedom to surveil, monitor, and investigate citizens with fewer checks on abuse.  These provisions can be used
for any intelligence or law enforcement cases, not just international terrorism.)

Section 201 – Authority to Accept Wire, Oral, and Electronic Communication Relating to Terrorism.  (Expands
the list of federal offenses in which wiretaps may be used.)

Section 202 – Authority to Accept Wire, Oral, and Electronic Communication Relating to Computer Fraud and
Abuse Offenses. (Establishes new wiretap authority regarding computer crimes.)

Section 203(a) – Authority to Share Grand Jury Information.

Section 203(b) – Authority to Share Electronic, Wire, and Oral Interception Information.

Section 203(c) – Procedures.

Section 203(d) – Foreign Intelligence Information. (Allows sharing of all “foreign intelligence” information
among any/all federal agencies, including previously secret grand jury testimony.  “Foreign
intelligence” is defined as outlined in the FISA.249  This sharing can be done without a court
review or involvement.)

Section 204 – Clarification of Intelligence Exceptions from Limitations on Interception and Disclosure of wire,
oral, and electronic communication.

Section 205 – Employment of Translators by the FBI.

Section 206 – Roving Surveillance Authority Under the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978.  (Creates a
roving wiretap authority where the court order follows the target rather than the phone.)

Section 207 – Duration of FISA Surveillance of Non-United States Persons Who Are Agents of a Foreign
Power.  (Lengthens the duration of FISA warrants to one year and lengthens the duration of
physical search orders.)

Section 208 – Designation of Judges.  (Increases the number of FISA judges.)

Section 209 – Seizure of Voice-Mail Messages Pursuant to Warrants.  (Removes voice mail from wiretap reqmts.)
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Section 211 – Clarification of Scope.

Section 212 – Emergency Disclosure of Electronic Communications to Protect Life and Limb.  (Requires release
of information to federal investigators from firms such as internet service providers.  Consent,
notice and judicial review not required in an emergency.)

Section 213 – Allows secret “non-physical search and search warrants” (sneak and peek searches where
investigators can enter a suspect’s home without a warrant and without informing the suspect
they have done so or have seized property).

Section 214 – Pen Register and Trap and Trace Authority Under FISA.  (Allows investigators to obtain
telephone numbers dialed to and from a particular phone as well as internet routing informa-
tion with minimal judicial review under FISA.) 

Section 215 – Access to records and Other Items Under FISA.  (Allows investigators to seize “any tangible
thing” – information and belongings – in FISA-type investigations using secret intelligence
tools, under weak judicial review standards.)

Section 216 – Modification of Authorities Relating to Use of Pen Registers and Trap and Trace Devices. 
(Permits seizure of internet routing information – website links and addressing information –
under a low standard of proof with no protection against possible seizure of message
content.)

Section 217 – Interception of Computer Trespasser Communications.  (Allows interception of “computer
trespasser” communication without a judge’s consent..)

Section 218 – Foreign Intelligence Information.  (Lowers the standard for obtaining FISA warrants.  Scope of
foreign intelligence only has to be a “significant purpose” of the investigation, rather than the
more demanding “primary purpose.”)

Section 219 – Single-jurisdiction Search Warrants for Terrorism.  (Establishes single jurisdiction search warrants
and nationwide service of warrants for physical evidence – roving warrants which can follow
suspects from place-to-place on a single warrant.)

Section 220 – Nationwide service of Search Warrants for Electronic Evidence.  (Establishes single jurisdiction
search warrants and nationwide service of warrants for electronic evidence – Roving warrants
which can follow suspects from place-to-place on a single warrant.)

Section 221 – Trade Sanctions.

Section 222 – Assistance to Law Enforcement Agencies.

Section 223 – Civil Liability for Certain Unauthorized Disclosures.

Section 224 – Provides that all of Title II will expire on 31 December 2005;  with the exception of Sections 203(a),
203(c), 205, 208, 210, 211, 213, 216, 219, 221, and 222 which are permanent, unless Congress
renews them before that date.

Section 225 – Immunity for Compliance with FISA Wiretap.

Title III:  International Money Laundering Abatement and Anti-terrorist Financing Act of 2001. (This Title,
with three sub-Titles, is the longest of the ten and takes up most of the 342 pages.)

Section 303 – Provides that the entire Title III expire on 1 October 2005 unless Congress passes a joint resolu-
tion to make it permanent.  (Congress repealed this section instead.)

Section 311 – Outlines the conditions when a federal investigator can impose extreme “special measures” upon
domestic banks and financial institutions when seeking terrorist financing information.
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Section 312 – Imposes new requirements on domestic banks and financial institutions for monitoring certain
accounts to detect possible terrorist financing.

Sections 316 & 319 – Sets up formerly unheard of provisions for forfeiting an account upon conviction of a
terrorist crime, especially money laundering.

Section 319 – Creates 120-hour deadline for financial institutions to respond for certain information requests
involving a wide spectrum of accounts.  Also requires financial institution to provide
information on certain “correspondent” accounts with foreign banks.

Section 326 – Adds and expands means of tracking new bank account owners.  Also commissions a study to
use identity numbers for tracking aliens and foreign nationals.

Section 358 – Authorizes secret accessibility for federal investigator to consumer records without legal liability.

Section 361 – Establishes/expands Treasury Department’s FinCEN office, spelling out additional duties and
increasing funding.

Title IV:  Protecting the Border.

Section 403 – Mandates system to allow State department to access certain FBI criminal files.  Also sets up new-
technology standards for visas and checkpoints.

Section 411 – Re-defines terrorism for this Title to three types of “terrorist Organization” with wide latitude for
federal investigators to identify them.  This expands grounds for deportation for alleged
support of terrorist groups of causes.

Section 412 – Allows detention of suspected aliens for seven days detention without charges – a suspect not
deported or charged with a crime during that period must be released.  Allows for indefinite
detention for aliens deemed not removable with a review of their detention every six months. 
Mandates biannual report to Congress on aliens detained (name, when and where detained,
and nature of charges not required).

Sections 414, 415, 416, & 417 – Establishes new standards/studies for border entry and exit systems employing
data bases and machine-readable passports.  Increases personnel for guarding the borders.

Section 416 – Expands foreign student monitoring and increases funding.

Unknown Sections – Non citizens (including lawful permanent residents) can be arrested or detained on mere
suspicion of a crime, or they can be denied re-admittance to the US for engaging in free
speech protected by the First Amendment.

Title V:  Removing Obstacles to Investigating Terrorism.

Section 503 – Greatly expands DNA information bank, including al violent criminals and terrorists.

Section 504 – Removes barriers so that information from criminal investigations and intelligence can be cross-
shared.

Sections 505 – Lowers the requirements for issuing “national security letters” (which are used instead of
warrants and at the sole discretion of the Justice Department), impose a gag order on
recipients, and require no judicial review.  Provides federal investigators secret access to
information and reports without civil liability.  

Sections 507 & 508 – Federal investigators can access educational records without a court order.

Title VI:  Providing for Victims of Terrorism, Public Safety Officers, and Their Families.

Section 605 – The Uniformed Division, United States Secret Service.  (This section added by th USA PATRIOT
Act Improvement and Reauthorization Act of 2005.  It established a national police force under
the Department of Homeland Security.)
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Title VII:  Increased Information Sharing for Critical Infrastructure protection.

Section 701 – Provides way for a “secure information sharing system” among all law enforcement agencies
including state and local, to pursue and prosecute multi-jurisdictional terrorist activities and
conspiracies.

Title VIII:  Strengthening the Criminal Laws Against Terrorism.

Section 802 – Creates new crime of domestic terrorism – an act which is 1) a federal or state crime, 2) is danger-
ous or harmful to human life, 3) is intended to affect policy by coercion or intimidation, and 4)
must occur in the United States.  This federalizes all activity which meet the four requirements
under the crime of “domestic terrorism.”

Section 803 – Expands and redefines crime of harboring, concealing, or providing material support to terrorists
and terrorist organizations, and imposes stronger penalties.

Section 808 – Expands definition of “federal crime of terrorism.”  Now includes some computer crimes.

Sections 809, 810, 811, & 812 – Eliminates statute of limitations for certain terrorist crimes.  Increases penalties
for terrorism.

Unknown Sections – Allows Attorney General or secretary of State to designate a domestic group as a terrorist
organization, and deport any non-citizen that belongs to it.  Makes an act of terrorism against
a mass transit system a federal crime.  Criminalizes possession of substances that can be used
in a chemical or biological attack, or for any purposes except “peaceful” purposes.  Non-
citizens can be deported for paying membership dues to a political organization.

Title IX:  Improved Surveillance.

Section 901 – Requires CIA to share information with Justice Department (FBI).

Section 903 – Deputizes all “officers and employees” in all 13 agencies of the “intelligence community”as a mini-
CIA to investigate terrorism.

Section 905 – Requires Justice Department and similar law-enforcement agencies to share information with the
CIA.

Section 908 – Establishes a cross agency training program for all law enforcement officers and agencies,
including state and local, to help them better recognize “foreign intelligence” material,
information, or evidence in the course of their work.

Title X:  Miscellaneous.

Section 1005 – Provides for grants to state and local fire departments and first responders under the “First
Responders Assistance Act.”  Grants can include equipment and technology for gathering
and analyzing intelligence information.

Section 1016 – Establishes new programs for critical infrastructure protection.



250For links to more complaints made to Congress and to the Transportation Security Administration, see
EPIC, 23 March 2006.  EPIC alone has received over a hundred complaints from passengers who had been hassled or
denied boarding.  As of October 2004, the TSA had over 2,000 complaints.
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APPENDIX-B
EXAMPLES OF CIVIL RIGHTS VIOLATIONS FROM THE TSA’s WATCH LISTS250

(This list is made up from just ten hits, out of 100, when I searched the internet for “no-fly list.”)
Adams, Jan – Age 55.  Co-founder of War Times  print and internet publication.  Delayed at San Francisco Airport on 7

August 2002.  Boarding pass was marked with red “S” for additional scrutiny at San Francisco and at layover in
Chicago.  Eventually allowed to fly both times.

Chang, Nancy – Senior litigation attorney at Center for Constitutional Rights.  Has been singled out for searches and
questioning at the airport.

Dear, John – Age 43.  Jesuit priest.  member of Catholic peace group Pax Christi and former executive director of
Fellowship of Reconciliation.  Says that since 9/11 he’s been taken aside at the boarding gate every single time
and searched and questioned.

Fathi. David C. – Age 41.  US citizen of Iranian descent.  Resides in Wash. DC.  Civil liberties lawyer and senior staff
counsel for ACLU’s National Prison Project.  Two arrests for peaceful civil disobedience in 1988 and 1991.  Has
been delayed, detained, interrogated, and searched at airports seven or eight times.

Gordon, Rebecca – Age 50.  San Francisco human rights advocate and co-founder of War Times  print and internet
publication.  Delayed at San Francisco Airport on 7 August 2002.  Boarding pass was marked with red “S” for
additional scrutiny at San Francisco and at layover in Chicago.  Eventually allowed to fly both times.

Green, Michelle D. – Age 36.  US Active duty US Air Force master sergeant based in Alaska.  Since early January 2004,
while flying on official business, has been unable to board flight without significant delays. 

Hay, Alexandra – Age 22.  Middlebury College, VT, student studying abroad in Paris.  She was delayed in getting on
plane twice in late 2003.  Was worried about getting on flight to Paris but prior arrangement by ACLU got her
walked through.  Having no problems in the future could not be guaranteed, however.

Ibrahim, Mohamed – Age 51.  US citizen.  Lives in Philadelphia, PA and works as Project Voice Coordinator for American
Friends Service Committee.   Since November 2003 has been repeatedly delayed, detained, interrogated,
embarrassed, and subject to enhanced screening procedures at airports.

Johnson, Robert – Physician & Surgeon.  Former Army Lt. Col.  A critic of the Iraq war.  He was running on the
democratic ticket against republican Congressman John McHugh.  Was told in 2006 he is on the no-fly list.

Kennedy, Edward M. “Ted” – US Senator (D-MA).  Stopped and questioned 5 times in March 2004 at Reagan National
and Boston Logan airports.  Got off list in 3 weeks only because of personal contact with the Homeland Security
Secretary Tom Ridge.  Was told the name “T Kennedy” was on the list.  Later discovered there are 7,000 men in
the US named “T. Kennedy.”

Lawinger, Virgine – Age 74.  Member of Peace Action in Milwaukee, WI.  She and some 20 other members of her group
were stopped at Milwaukee airport.  Missed their flight to Wash. DC to lobby the Wisconsin delegation.  Was
told by sheriff deputies that one or several of them were “on a list.”

Lewis, John – US Congressman (D-GA).  Well known civil rights advocate.  Stopped several times by no-fly list.

Moore, James – Television news correspondent (Emmy winner) and author. Co-author of Bush’s Brain: How Karl Rove
Made George W. Bush President.  Critic of Bush.  Has been on no-fly list since January 2005.
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Nelson, David C. – Age 34.  Attorney in Belleville, IL.  Has been stopped at the airport more than 40 times.  He has
learned that other “David Nelson” across the country – including the David Nelson of “Ozzie and Harriet” fame
– have had the same experiences.

Oden, Nancy – Green Party USA official in Maine.  Was prevented from flying out of Bangor, MN airport to Chicago in
November 2001.

Olshansky, Barbara – Assistant legal director for Center on Constitutional Rights.  Says she has been stopped and
searched every time she flew since 9/11.

Radack, Jesselyn – Former Department of Justice ethics adviser.  Argued that John Walker Lindh was entitled to an
attorney.  Believed to have been put on list as retribution for whistleblowing.

Rodriguez, William – Clams official 9/11 story is a coverup and is campaigning for a new and independent investigation. 
Claims he is on the no-fly list.

Several children too young to be a threat – One was a 4-year-old and another was 9 months old.  Generated “false
positives.”

Shaw, John – Age 74.  Retired Presbyterian minister.  Lives in Sammamish, WA.  Has been on the airport watch list.

Stevens, Cat (Yusuf Islam) – Former pop singer.  Converted to Islam in 1978 and changed his name.  Was denied entry
into US in September 2004 when his name was found on the no-fly list.

Stuber, Doug – Art Dealer.  Leader of Green Party USA.  Has been questioned by secret service agents and given a retina
scan at airports.  In most cases he was allowed to fly but did miss the flight sometimes.

Syed, Sarosh – Age 26.  Immigrated from Pakistan in 1995.  Became a US citizen in 2001.  Special Projects Coordinator for
ACLU in Seattle, WA.  Delayed at airport six or seven times since fall of 2002. 

Walter, James W. – Clams official 9/11 story is a coverup and is campaigning for a new and independent investigation. 
Claims he is on the no-fly list.

Young, Donald E. – US Congressman (R-AK).  Third most senior republican in House of Representatives.  Was flagged in
2004 at airport check-in.  Was mistaken for “Donald Lee Young.” 




